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COMPETITIONS! Win prizes with a total value of 
over 300 PEDs in one of TCP’s competitions!



Surviving the Adventure! - Eudorian Survival Map
… helps you to move around on this continent!

	 Contains

●  Teleporter Collector Route
● Outpost Escape Routes
● Travel Route to The Oil Rig 

 GET yOuR Own COpy Of ThE suRvival map undER 

EUForces – Home of The Calypso 
Post
www.euforces.com	was	designed	to	bring	the	Community	Closer	
together.	we	believe	that	by	sharing	knowledge	and	uniting	we	
Can	all	make	a	differenCe	to	what	happens	in	eu.

Open to the public and free of charge Euforces was created as an 
infotainment pool for all interested Entropians as well as for all those who 
want to share their Eu experience. The more of us that get together the 
better our community will become!

Community, Guides and the Rescue Channel are the cornerstones of the 
Euforces concept. 

Community: Euforces addresses individual freelancing Entropians as well as societies. Become a part of the bigger general 
forum with all registred members, an existing resident group hosted by Euforces or create a private forum for your soc. if you are 
interested in having a private forum please view the faQ regarding the issue.

guides: in order to share knowledge and offer information three guides are available on Euforces so far: the noob Guide for 
all new arrivals on planet Calypso, a shop list open for all to advertise their business or find specific items, and the scam list 
explaining most common scams, providing a scammer list including an official scammer announcement Channel in our forum.

resCue	serviCe: most of us had the experience of being stuck at an Op. The Calypso Rescue Team (CRT), founded in 
december 2005 on the basis of this problem, patrols remote Ops and is the first soc on Calypso offering a free Rescue service 
on demand. To act more target-oriented the Rescue Channel was established to get into contact with CRT immediately by 
posting a Rescue Call so that a rescue assistant can be sent out asap.

the	Calypso	post: The Calypso post is an online magazine hosted by Euforces as well as created by the Euforces community. 
published six times per annum the TCp can be downloaded for free and is open to all who are interested in contributing.

Free Outpost Rescue Services
… offers the Calypso Rescue Team (CRT), free of charge!
if you ever get stuck at an Op on Eudoria or amethera or have problems 
reaching a Tp, call CRT – they will pick you up and take you to the next Tp. 
post your message or rescue call in the Rescue Channel under: 
www.euforces.com/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&file=viewforu
m&f=7

state your full avatar name, your location/co-ordinates and time you’ll be ingame 
to get rescued (ma Time). To find out your location/co-ordinates, press “p” in 
game. maT is the same as GmT; press “C” to receive this info ingame.

http://www.euforces.com/index.php?module=photosha
re&type=show&func=viewimage&iid=295&viewkey= 

 



cryengine appetizer, Banks & VU 9.0   eU jUst had entered a new stage of VisUaL 
game experience with VU 9.0. what did the Last VU change? where is cryengine possiBLy 
taking Us to? read more Under caLypso news and caLypso & Beyond.
 
mindforce   a skiLL power on caLypso that is not as prominent as most of the other 
skiLLing fieLds. what do mindforce experts haVe to say aBoUt their main skiLL focUs? 
read donaLd’s tcp excLUsiVe aBc aBoUt aLL mindforce reLated aspects Under coLUmns.

ma Brands   the reaL cash economy and the cLose Linking Between rL and ingame 
economy is Being highLighted By mindark enormoUsLy. howeVer, what eLse does ma 
do aBoUt eU merchandising? read more Under caLypso & Beyond.

contemporary caLypsonian cULtUre   eVer since new oxford as city of cULtUre 
had Been impLemented, the art Branch on caLypso Booms. read aLexander’s reView on 
the different stages and aspects of caLypso’s cULtUre Under entropian fiction & art.

sma & rce   find oUt more aBoUt the rceUniVerse as an eU reLated commUnity 
project and get news on one of the most estaBLished socs on caLypso, sma, Under 
commUnity.

caLypsonian media   since the participant content arriVed on caLypso the options 
of any kind of media actiVity ingame are expanding remarkaBLy. BUt there had Been 
projects Before. we are expLoring the different stages of eU’s media history. read 
more Under traVeL & expLore.
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competition!
win tcp’s next front 

coVer page!

are yoU into concept art and aLready worked on something entropia UniVerse reLated? 
take yoUr chance to share it with the eU commUnity! send in yoUr concept art and win the 
coVer page of tcp7, incLUding free Body sUrgery prizes By sorg for the three top entries!

reqUirements: format at Least 
700x700 pixeLs, png or jpeg at 
Best qUaLity. send yoUr entry 
to calypsopost@euforces.com, 
sUBject “coVer competition”, 
deadLine decemBer 10th 2007.
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he first steps for the CryEngine 2 conversion will already 
be made next vu, where all avatars as well as their worn 
equipment and clothes will be upgraded with new  models, 

textures and more. it has been a process that  almost took a year to 
prepare. apart from the stunning graphics the new engine will allow 
mindark to create, it’s also known for its amazing development tools 
which will allow world builders to free up more time, meaning more 
content. This should definitely speed up the process of developing 
long awaited new continents and entire planets.
 
But the big question remains: “what will be the hardware requirements 
for playing Eu with CryEngine 2?”. unfortunately up until now mindark 
won’t give out any specifics. There has also already been a lot of 
discussion about whether the new engine will reduce lag or increase 
it really making the lag issues bigger. The only thing stated regarding 
lag so far by marco from mindark : “i am told that the upgrades to the 
graphics engine we have will mean a lot of older technical components 
will be removed, thus actually increasing performance somewhat in 
some areas and tax it more in others.”  same goes for the anxiety 
regarding so called “advanced looks” wobbling around all teleports. 
Guaranteeing each Entropian “to remodel their avatars using a brand 
new avatar Creation system” after vu 9.0 ma added fuel to the quarrel 
of how CryEngine 2  might affect  the avatar’s looks and possibly lead 
to a loss of some features many Entropians purchased. stating that 
some advanced looks cannot be restored after vu 9.0 some fellow 
mates on Calypso started to put some pEds aside for plastic surgery 
and the hairstylist keep rubbing their hands. still it’s a bit odd mindark 
announces news like this a year before actually implanting, especially 
since they have been very quiet in the past when it came to future 
plans, preventing competitors to steal their ideas.
 
all in all it’s very interesting news which will expand and boost our 
Entropia universe experience with no doubt. according to mindark 
the CryEngine 2 will be implanted mid 2008, which is around the 
same time the first Chinese planets should be ingame. But no worries, 
there’s still enough time for you to hOf yourself a new CryEngine 2 
compatible pC. Especially with the “tight” time schemes ma uses ;-).

CryEngine 2 about to change our Universe
STORY  : Zwaff / PHOTOS: Crytek

CALYPSO NEWS

caLypso - on the 25th of jULy mindark 
annoUnced the Big news that the entropia 
UniVerse wiLL Be going to Use the famoUs 
cryengine 2, an engine that, according 
to mindark, “wiLL make entropia UniVerse 
the cLosest-to-reaLity Looking massiVeLy 
mULtipLayer onLine game eVer seen”. the 
cryengine 2 is deVeLoped By the german 
company crytek, that is weLLL known for 
their reVoLUtionary game farcry rUnning 
with cryengine 1. Up UntiL now there are 
onLy 3 games Licensed with the cryengine 
2: crytek’s crysis, a mmVw game By the 
company aVatar reaLity and mindark’s 
entropia UniVerse. it’s onLy fair to say that it 
seems Like a reaL priViLege for oUr entropia 
UniVerse to Be Using this engine. to get an 
idea of what mindark coULd do with this new 
engine yoU can watch the cryengine 2 traiLer 
at http://www.entropiauniverse.com/movies/
crytechflash/cryengine_demo.html if yoU 
haVen’t aLready.

T

■  3d Ocean technOlOgy

■  advanced cinematic effect

■  dynamic sOft shadOws
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he controversy between the different pilots on Calypso 
can be reduced to a simple formula: line vs. non-line 
sympathizers, even though throughout the discussion 

evident groups clearly emerged and it seemed like it could 
also be encapsulated as Church of Lootius vs. The Pilot Cartel 
opposition. The competition between the different pilots hit rock 
bottom when apparently the incidents of tough rival canvassing 
together with blantant price dumping amassed. 

a certain number of pilots teamed up and dealt out an agreement 
regulating the sequence of pilots to serve the customers by 
establishing a “waiting line” similar to taxi ranks in Rl. while the 
pilot agreement group apparently complied with this unwritten 
contract, there were many pilots who did not subscribe to this 
arrangement, offering independently their space rides – cheap 
and not according to an established line of service order. first 
come first serve the other way around: while the alliance group, 
being flamed as pilot cartel or even pilot mafia, managed to 
keep a certain price level – or let’s say: their price level -  as 
they agreed on the line procedure and hence didn’t really have 
to compete against each other via price differences, the free 
pilots took advantage of this situation with special price offers 
to drum up customers and get inbetween this line formed by 
the pilot group that rightly can be named as a cartel. naturally 
this was not appreciated by the line pilots and a discussion and 
open clash enrolled, mainly focused on the respect argument 
and on who was being a (pilot) team player and who was not. 

hypocritical arguments stating “the line” had been established 
not to fix or control prices but in order to provide full space ships 
and no offer spamming at Tps were hiding the actual reason 
behind the sulking: those who want to profit saw their business 
endangered due to the queue-jumping via cheap flights by 
non-lining pilots. in fact the non-liners were being accused of 
scamming when pushing to the front to get their customers, 
which in the end created public flaming spams in the all chat 
– similar to the flight offer spamming that was supposed to be 
actually ceased by the line order.

active competition in the long run is good for the customers 
– everyone wants to travel cheap and as long as we don’t have 
a market regulated by certain interest groups this can still be 
provided. price dumping regarding space travels won’t be carried 
out neither permanently nor by one single pilot constantly as 
too cheap flights mean major loss for the one who offers them. 
a line is not a bad idea to establish full space ships and faster 
transportation. But it can’t lead to a situation where groups are 
trying to set prices as a rule to control or even manipulate the 
market – regardless how hard they try to highlight the benevolent 
side-effects. special cheap offers at times from different pilots 
should be accepted as they are needed. maybe those who 
desperately need “the line” should work on some customer care 
campaigns to get the advantages of this “line” work properly and 
acceptable for all Entropians involved.

Pilots On Strike!  
STORY / PHOTOS: neva

CALYPSO NEWS

THE WAR ONly JUST BEgUN?

caLypso – how powerfUL can one professionaL groUp on caLypso Be? or: how powerfUL shoULd they 
Become? the price of an item isn’t necessariLy determined By its VaLUe – we aLL are Used to the speciaL 
reLation of sUppLy and demand in eU. we aLL know the demand doesn’t reaLLy determine the sUppLy, BUt the 
price. and it’s needLess to say that regarding some speciaL items the demand has BrUtaLLy oVertaken the 
sUppLy. nonetheLess the compLaints aBoUt too cheap sweat for exampLe – or too expensiVe sweat for that 
matter – aren’t that effectfUL as anyone can aLways go and sweat on their own. so the options to dictate 
and affect the ingame actiVities of other entropians are rather scarce. the piLots, howeVer, recentLy 
taUght Us how mUch they can infLUence the daiLy Life in the entropia UniVerse when diVergating positions 
and attitUdes Lead to seVere interrUptions in the transportation Lines Between eUdoria/amethera and 
crytsaL paLace/cLUB neVerdie. appLying the word “Lines” in this context can Be discUssed as a sarcastic 
term when taLking aBoUt the piLot wars.

T
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indark made some crucial changes with the latest version update that had been blatantly 
announced over the passed four months, proclaimed as one of the most astonishing 
vu ever. useful functional implementations and changes affecting Trade and Repair 

Terminals as well as the personal storage and individual inventory can be rated as reasonable 
improvements. The redesigned storage and inventory sorting your items according to specified 
categories, offer now a compact button relieving you of the scrolling work you had to do in 
order to find certain items. Even though it’s still a bit annoying getting used to those categories 
and especially the fact that using the compact button for the first time in your storage facility 
seriously messed up the order you had established earlier, the optimisation is of great use. also 
the redesigned Repair and Trade Terminal offer a more clear way of transaction. most of all the 
separation of the “buy” and “sell” at TT supports secure shopping from now on as you now have 
to be more focused when visiting the TT and you get an additional confirmation window before 
the transaction will be irreversibly performed. Those who mistakenly tt’ed items before must be 
deliriously happy by now. 
likewise happy are probably all pro and semi-professional colourers. The optimized colouring 
process with saturation slider, no item deterioration when colouring and the unlock of colour from 
the skill level will boost this activity for sure. Colouring results, however, remain bound to your skill 
level, asking you for certain professional requirements and giving you a success rate. 
next to the banks that finally arrived on Calypso offering you a loaning service, and some new 
items, the armour foot-Guards appeared in our virtual world completing the over-all look of the 
combat gear. But above all, of course, we have to refer to the new graphics when talking about 
vu 9.0. since the first step on our way to CryEngine 2008 promised to fundamentally change the 
avatar related outward appearance together with the clothing attached to the body, everyone had 
to remodel their virtual me. Realistic looks with advanced texture and shading in order to make the 
Eu experience more plastically had been announced and mindark delivered them indeed – at least 
if your computer could handle it and its graphic card met the requirements. how much fun was it to 
start at zero, recreating your avatar again without even being charged for it!
and: what about those enigmatic “notes” being found these days? a riddle revealing a certain 
pattern that’s yet to be decrypted. speculations about it are well on the way. what could it be? is it 
a singular event to come or maybe a quest? will these “notes” be replaced by some fancy items? 
are we going to have more such phenomena in the future? Or will the hype about these notes 
cease little by little, just like it happened with the famous atrox Egg, because mindark is not going 
to do anything about it – just another flash in the pan, a momentary brain wave born to immediately 
fade, a stillborn idea?

The community commotion that came with the different changes of vu 9.0 is an ideal proof for that 
mindark can’t scrimshank from the actual effect and meaning behind some implementations, for 
the Entropian community knows perfectly well that mindark’s measurements are of an economical 
nature, not, by all means, a technical one. it wasn’t the first time mindark sold their vu contents as 
improvements for the game, using positive and groundbreaking features to cast aside and cloud 
negative aspects and side effects. But this time the community’s complaints were a little louder 
than usual and mindark’s public relation strategy to communicate their business company as a 

CryEngine Appetizer
STORY  / PHOTOS  : neva

CALYPSO NEWS

caLypso – expecting onLy new graphic enhancements Being impLemented with VU 9.0 we were aBoUt to yarn a 
conspiracy theory in the first pLace, taLking aBoUt how mindark worked so hard to get the highLy defined textUres, 
the shadings and improVed oVer-aLL Looks of oUr aVatars in their armoUr rUnning to feed the moB with something. 
aBoUt how mindark worked so hard to giVe Us this partiaLLy new sUrface as an appetizer for the cryengine 
graphics annoUnced for 2008. aBoUt how mindark worked so hard to disgUise the fact that they didn’t manage 
to impLement the Banking BUiLding jUst yet dUring the Last – VU-Less i may add – months and that the commUnity had 
Been waiting for a new Update for too Long now. aBoUt how mindark is fooLing Us By distracting oUr attention 
from the Banks, tUrning the spotLight on eVeryBody remodeLLing their aVatar in aLL excitement, hoping we’LL forget 
what they missed oUt oVer aLL styLe reLated BUzz. and now this: VU 9.0 – Bang! – new graphics and Banks! mindark is 
reaLLy indULging Us these days.
a Lie, howeVer, is Best conceaLed Between two trUths, and Uneasy “optimisations” can Be weLL disgUised among the 
most VisUaL sUperficiaLities of innoVation and improVement, coVering Up what’s hidden BeLow. BUt Let’s start on the 
Bright side of VU 9.0, shaLL we?

VU 9.0 Initialises EU’s Rain-Swept Fall Season

M
■  repair terminal

■  trade terminal

■  lOan applicatiOn
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gang of people like you and me, trying to create the image “of 
being one of us” and down to earth with the community failed more 
obviously. 
The new graphic enhancements forcing some Entropians to 
upgrade their computer with a new graphic card made clear that 
apparently a Cinderella principle is being increasingly applied, 
culling depositer from non-depositers, and seperating those who 
are willing and able to advance their technical Rl equipment from 
the ones who simply cannot follow the new line by upsetting the 
over-all Eu experience and enjoyment via graphics. But let’s not 
talk this down as it is a matter of either sticking with the similar 
definition and resolution you had before or going with the flow. 
The complaints about problems during the avatar re-creation and 
discrepancies between the intended version and the ingame result 
forced mindark to make amends, allowing those who were not 
happy with their new “me” and filing a support case until October 
25th to remodel their avatar again. a fair move. 
Together with the banking building implemented, vu 9.0 put 
ma’s servers to a new old test: will they be able to handle? They 
made up their minds though and launched the update prepared: 
in order to reduce and also prevent lag, a new system had been 
implemented together with all other changes – the 2 pEC decay 
charge for equipping and unequipping armour and clothes, on 
every single piece each! now, how can this be rated? at first it can 
be appraised with a big hooray! they are doing something against 
lag. But taking a closer look you cannot avoid asking yourself 
for the deeper meaning of this and hence: why? does ma really 

have to school us 
that way to make 
us stop creating lag 
ourselves? and why, 
in lootius’ name, 
don’t they solve lag 
issues alongside with 
their own technical 
settings? with all 
their effort of trying to 

become the global player in the mmORpG branch, the resources 
to really fix something should be there – after all we’ve been 
promised to see zillions of new planets in Eu some day soonish, 
so how are they going to handle this when that day comes? 
Talking about lag: if we are invited to reconsider every time we 
intend to change clothes if it’s worth the pEds it costs, how come 
– with the thought of its lag reducing purpose in the back of our 
heads – that you have a delay of a few seconds when putting 
on armour? something that apparently affects the lag either 
way too. we are not talking about the decay itself – our items 
do decay when being used, that’s nothing new. and it is also 
not stunning that they actually look decayed now. if you want to 
look stylish you need to invest and if you hate the quality of your 
clothes repair them. But why additionally charge us as they decay 
anyways? This is just an additional decay on top and the actual 
reason behind this implementation is so perfectly clear that the 
lag reducing purpose is an offense of our intelligence, additional 
decay on (l) items simply a rip-off. it really makes you wonder 
that a company that’s smart enough to invent and develop a 
game like Eu can, on the other hand, act publically so fraudulent 
towards their community and in terms of public relations and 
communication so socially and politically incorrect. and on the 
unemotional side of this: did this gimmick reduce lag? no. in fact 
the lag interferences and even CTds are worse than ever. and 
the foot-guards? yet another additional expense, an addiotional 
plating, an additional decay item. not to forget: needed as you 
soon will experience the effect of not having foot-guards during a 
hunt. 

The new looks we did get with vu 9.0 are plain superficial 
and distracting our eyes from what’s hidden behind which is 

interestingly focused on something similar visual as well, next 
to the additional income we grant mindark as a result of those 
changes. after Eu’s big entrepreneurs had been provided with 
malls and banks, hence hopefully be pleased with their income 
produced for them and mindark, we are entering yet another stage 
of business processing. mindark understands their customers 
very well – they know that there is vanity dozing in all of us. The 
fact that we look pretty shabby now when we don’t take care of 
our clothes and our need to do something against it, guarantees 
ma a constant flow of pEds. The colouring, tailoring and plastic 
surgery branches are those professional activities that will profit 
from the changes in the long run. The ever echoing “survival of 
the fittest” seems to come closer and closer, but it is not related 
to the combat men against beast. The community is not amused 
these days as ma apparently overstepped a mark. it is in some 
way insulting to visit “The Gamer Bank” at port atlantis and being 
confronted with the showmanship of its owner that can only be 
realized with te game operator’s support. Calypos becomes more 
and more a place with a class society, medieval times that make 
us believe that God (mindark) prefers the Rich (entrepreneurs) 
over the plebs (us). whether the public discontent is going to 
cease as soon as everyone accepted those new settings or it will 
manifest itself this time and cause an intense clash – mindark’s 
measurements had been concentrated on a more Rl than ingame 
related focus on the econimcal development of Eu for too long 
now. The community’s demand for new activities and events on 
Calypso remains unheard. The basically well-arranged storyline 
of the Entropia universe didn’t see impulses for action of any kind 
for ages now. in fact, all storyline got lost during boosting the Real 
Cash Economy. mindark would be well-advised to do something 
about those aspects that support playing the game instead off 
surrounding and semi-game related matters if they don’t want to 
kill Eu as a mmORpG and keep this derivate we are seeing for 
the time being alive. 

Donald and Alexander for TCP – Killer new guest writer
STORY  : neva

CALYPSO NEWS

tcp - The Calypso post is pleased to announce our new journalistic 
assets: donald “don” Cleveland, alexander “didachos” Bork and 
dura “Killer” Tech.

alexander Bork, top photojournalists in Entropia News Network 
(Enn), has been one of the driving forces next to anthony antone 
wilcox, head of the Enn, when it came to the communication and 
further cooperation between TCp and Enn a couple of months 
ago. well known as a daily news provider, Enn broadcasts 
information up to the date about Eu, with alexander being one 
dedicated journalist and henceforth contributing his experience 
to the TCp, in this issue talking about the Contemporary art on 
Calypso.

donald Cleveland is one of the known celebrities in the Eu 
commuinity. The whole TCp staff was turned topsy-turvify by 
realizing that it was in fact “The donald” who just contacted us to 
supply the mag with his excellent articles. well known for exquisite 
writing and his diary on Ef, donald has meanwhile been promoted 
to Ef reporter standing in line with other prominent journalists like 
skam and Bertha Bot. we are looking forward to his entertaining 
and informative works, starting with an essay about mindforce in 
this issue.

Killer is one young gamer in the Entropia universe who, above 
all, is very into the economical aspects of planet Calypso and will 
provide us with news, theories and advices from his point of view. 

CryEngine Appetizer

■  stOrage and inventOry
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ad BUt trUe: UnfortUnateLy scamming is a common 
chapter in oUr eVery day Life on caLypso. 
eVenthoUgh popULar ways of scamming and known 

scammers haVe Been made pUBLic in different ways, many 
entropians (incLUding eU Veterans) Become a Victim of 
scams dUe to greedy and greasy strategies and new 
dUpery methods. stiLL peopLe faLL for one of the most wide-
spread scams, the armoUr Upgrade scam, and yet: some 
of the scam reports eVen teach Us that By no means yoU 
can Be sUre aBoUt the peopLe yoU meet on yoUr joUrney 
as trUst scams are weLL known among the different types 
of scamming as weLL. not to mention the Vast nUmBer of 
attempted scams.

when talking about security on Calypso you are talking about 
scams and scammers being the only security holes in the 
Entropia universe. some scams can be prevented right away like 
the classical armour upgrade od Colour scam as this is simply 
not possible. This, of course, doesn’t protect newbies who have 
no idea about the impossiblity of doing so, but nonetheless can 
be prevented much easier by being informed than a Trade scam 
since Tp trading is as much a steady part of our everyday life 
on Calypso as hunting and mining. another problem is that it is 
hard to keep track of known scammer as you are acting on the 
borderline publishing names without proof or reporting them to 
ma. and even with a picture proof given the scam action cannot 
necessarily be taken for granted as any screenie can also be 
taken as quoted out of context. Official measurements to deal 
with the scammer problem are scarce. accounts had been 
lockedd in the past, but still have to be rated as exceptions. 

in order to become active against any scam activity and scammer 
several communities as well as individuals started publishing 
names to warn fellwo Entropians publically. The Entropiaforum 
has a section dedicated to scam reporting, monitored strictly in 
order to prevent denunciation. wanda has been one of the first 
on planet Calypso to go online with a list of known scammers, 
later on placing this list at the disposal of Euforces in order to 
proceed with this security project and to expand it. Classing main 
scam actions with known scammers, Euforces made out a list 
related to existing classifications with subcategories, explaining 
common, odd and most recent scamming types together with the 
current list of known scammers in alphabetical order.

To introduce TCp’s future security advice Column, the scam 
classification is being published to call peoples attention and 
awareness. Bear in mind that the interrelation between some 
types is almost too close to be differentiated as two single types 
in some cases. Trust and lending scams for example correlate 
as well as Trade and Gsi scams are performed by item Thefts. 
The following classification is ideal typical. 

semi-ingame scam

naturally semi-ingame scams refer to Eu itself but are 
committed on a Rl related basis. These types of scamming 
include the Login Info Scam, i.e. hacking or requiring logins for 
whatever reason; needless to say that login data must not be 
revealed to third parties; don’t use your ingame nick as a login 
as well and change your password once in a while; alternate 
the login names and passwords you use in different contexts; 
to get hold of your login data the scammer might also contact 
you by email (easy to find on Eu related websites), pretending 
to be from ma – ma won’t by no reason ask for your login info, 
so ignore! They include the Software Scam, i.e. the scammers 
offers software of any kind or a participation to a secret server 
trial, as well as RL-Trade Scams where, instead of ingame 
trading, the scammer chooses the immediate way to grab money 
by using i.e. paypal etc. – stay away!

trUst scam & Lending scam

Basically all scams are trust related as any kind of negotiation 
within Eu is built on trust. some scammers however have learnt 
that trust is also a useful weapon for dupery. The Trust scam is 
a rather protracted scam type as it takes a while to gain trust. 
The scammer may appear as a friend or a friend of a friend, as 
a disciple or maybe even as a mentor. not to trust anyone is a 
nice slogan, but by the end of the day no solution as meeting 
people and making friends is one of the basics of Eu. Just keep 
an eye on those new ones around around you and their probable 
intentions before taking it a step further. Be aware of people who 
expect lots of you but won’t give anything in return: a present 
is a present because you make it one, not because you have 
been asked for it. when and whom to trust is a question you 
can only answer for yourself, friendship is a give and take; there 
are reports about scammers making friends first just to rip you 
off minutes later, in some cases even after a long period; this is 
not about accounting, but take a brief moment reflecting on that 
relationship before lending or whatever. Trust and friendship 
related exploitation and scamming can also occur within a whole 
society; the name „soc intruder“ has been made up by those who 
experienced that type of activity already. 

Begging is something that can be found in this context as well. it 
is, of course, not a scam in general; nevertheless some people 
feel dedicated to take advantage of other people’s trust to get 
hold of items and pEds. it’s up to you whether you play that 
game or not and how to deal with those guys. Generosity is 
honourable, but should not transform into exploitation.

pretending to be a players relative or friend is a snowball system 
that works well in Eu, whether you make new friends within the 
game itself or you have been pulled into it by friends or relatives; 
some might abuse an existing relation to scam you, so be aware 
of that strategy as well.

The Lending Scam goes without words and is most likely 

special interest

IF ANyTHINg SOUNDS TOO gOOD TO BE TRUE – IT PROBABly IS!
STORY  : Euforces / PHOTO: Zwaff
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committed in combination with a Trust scam: the scammer 
„borrows“ an item that he or she will return as soon as possible, 
repairs included, but you won’t see it again; so unless you know 
the person very well, ask for a pledge before lending.

trade scam & item theft

scams committed throughout trade activities are most common 
and may appear in different forms: 

The TT Scam is a Trade scam type that is usually used on 
newbies as they are most likely not familiar with the trade 
terminal value of items; the scammer tries to sell items you can 
buy at TT or low amout anywhere else, but purchases highly 
inflated prices

The Drop Item Scam is a scam committed in crowed areas like 
pa or Twins most of the time; the scammer pretends that his 
trade window is broke or bugged and lures you to a less crowed 
area to drop the goods and pEds instead of using the trade 
window; naturally he won’t drop the payment, but pick up your 
item (or even has a friend to do it) right away.

a Middleman/Trader Scam  we call scamming activities where 
a middleman or hired trader offers you to sell your items; this 
trade activity is not neccessarily a scam right away as there 
exist many reputable trade middlemen; the scammer appearing 
as a middleman may give only a part of the profit he made to 
the trader who hired him or won’t pay at all; so before hiring a 
middleman make sure he is reputable or ask for a pledge of a 
similar value.

The Remove Item Scam: a scam that depends on speed; as 
soon as item(s) and payment are placed in the trade window, 
you confirm the deal while the scammer removes the item or 
payment, so don’t confirm and accept too fast but take your time.

The Crafting Scam sounds like nice the service first: a person 
offers you to craft something (most likely armour, but also clothes 
etc.) for you; all you need to do is to supply him with resources, 
sometimes additionally pay little; by the end of the crafting 
process you might get what you wanted, but a) you never know if 
the amount of ressource you gave really has been used and b) in 
most cases you even have to pay or pay more than originally had 
been agreed upon.

The (L)Item Scam: be aware of the fact that (l)items can only be 
used a limited number of times and cannot be repaired; before 
buying a (l)item take a close look at its state – advanced decay 
means that it has likewise representative functions instead of 
being functional so don’t pay inflated prices.

The classification Item Theft goes without words and appears in 
combination with various scams such as Trade scams, lending 
scams and Trust scams; this category is used to specify a scam 
type.

esi/skiLL chip scam

Compared to many other scams that can be avoided due to 
being experienced enough the ESI/Skill Chip Scam affects well 
experienced Eu veterans as they have money and want to spend 
it on skills; the scammer will make one of those „too good to be 

true“ offers, selling skills at low prices or offering free service; 
he will ask for an Esi, you trade him and off he or she goes with 
your Esi – still empty but a good catch for him. This is a scam 
often performed by relatively new avatars, so one way to avoid 
being scammed that way is to scan the scammer and check the 
attributes; it’s not very likely that someone with 24 agility will 
(can) sell you a full Rifle skill Chip; try to talk to him about his 
skills first – if it takes too long and the person becomes uneasy 
don’t make that deal!

repair scam & armoUr scam

if someone offers you to repair your items for free, he either 
made an aTh recently and is a very nice person or a scammer; 
as the first option is not probable he more likely belongs to the 
second category; someone doing repairs for free means he will 
spend pEds for you as repairing free of charge is not possible 
– most likely a Repair Scam.

next to the Trade scam, Armour Scams are most common 
scams on Calypso. Two types of armour scam are very popular:

The Armour Painting Scam would be actually cool – especially 
since vu 9.0 –  but if someone offers you to colour your armour 
you’ll only lose the armour, painting and maybe even colouring 
tools, so just laugh at the scammer and run away (but note 
his ingame name first and take some screenies of that offer to 
announce him).

The Armour Upgrade Scam: the scammer offers to „upgrade“ 
your armour to a high level one like Ghost, Bear, Boar or 
nemesis or even much better! he will do so by using for example 
a crafting machine and ask for your armour and maybe even 
some ressources he needs for the upgrade; you additionally 
may get a nice show for free to highlight the seriousness of the 
upgrade like chip implanting or something flashy; but you won’t 
see your armour again as problems occur and/or the scammer 
just vanishes.

armour can’t be upgraded or painted! if someone talks about 
upgrading his armour or weapons he or she is refering to him or 
herself, meaning they are going to buy something new, attach 
platings, but they won’t by no means upgrade the items they 
already have! 

hangar/piLot scam & eVent scam

Committing a Hangar/Pilot Scam the scammer pretends to be a 
pilot, selling tickets; he or she takes you (and others) to the hangar 
and you have to purchase your ticket before you go onto the ship; 
you pay, they leave, and yet another scam incidence; so don’t 
pay until you are on board as only a permitted pilot has access to 
the ship (access to the hangar is something else); choose your 
pilot wisely i.e. pilots with a reputation and of known cooperation 
with hangar owners; in order to avoid confusion ask trustable 
pilots selling tickets to Cnd/Cp where they actually fly to, as there 
occurred some trouble in the past.

There are also reports about Event Scams as well i.e. people 
selling tickets for events that don’t exist and won’texist; avoid unless 
the event has been officially confirmed (Event Zone ingame).

IF ANyTHINg SOUNDS TOO gOOD TO BE TRUE – IT PROBABly IS!
Scams – Security on Calypso
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o the rig or die trying – his motto. Collecting oil 
– his mission. magam is one of the most unique and 
enigmatic avatars on planet Calypso. a social and open-

minded character who always seems to be best informed. we 
can only assume that his friendlist is full and can hardly estimate 
how many people already added him to their fl. magam is 
famous. for what he does. But frankly what he does is not much 
in the eyes of most Entropians. he has been “closing “ the oil rig 
south of Eudoria for a while, making friends with the numerous 
pK’ers there. But he never closed the rig defending his status 
there, in fact he was an easy victim and got pK’ed several times 
before. magam managed to become a protected permanent 
vistor of the rig, shielded by pk’ers exclusively. something 
about this guy made him a most welcome and accepted part of 
this dangerous area, for which he had been proclaimed as the 
King of the Rig. it was Bear who stated that The King needed a 
crown, starting to collect donations for magam’s royal insignia 
while The King himself sojourned on Crystal palace for the time 
being and later on stated he wouldn’t leave his spacial shelter 
until crowning day. funny enough: he came to Cp to stay only 
for a short visit as he never had been there and “was almost 
sure the ceremony was one week after i arrived”. it was longer. 
long enough to collect a nice pile of dung and fruit whose exact 
amount we won’t reveal – but we are talking about K’s here. 

in July The King came to his throne at the rig that had been 
prepared by his friends, admirers and the organisators of this 
very special event. magam himself had been taken down 
from Cp and escorted to this ceremony by bodyguards in 
order to protect The King from nasty atrox and pK’ers who 

were up to break up the meeting the rude way which in fact 
happened already before the actual crowning happened. 
people assambling at the rig to witness this event got pK’ed 
as a warm welcome on the arrival and had to make their way 
back to throne location. Even though the rig is a rather chaotic 
spot, the organisators managed to keep a certain structure and 
potential threats away from the ceremony – if we don’t take the 
hired pK’ers into account that killed the spectators. But that was 
probably part of the concept, as even magam got killed after he 
had been crowned and all speeches had been helt. lucky him 
– being The King he got resurrected. 

what on Earth did this guy do to be proclaimed as a king and 
receiving highly valuable items?
magam is known as the ever walking collector. Getting free 
oil claims, picking up dung and fruit, sweating. not enough to 
be treated kind? maybe not, but then you neither know nor 
have met him. magam is special. “i never had a problem that 

eU BroUght many famoUs gamers into the worLd of caLypso. we aLL know names 
Like neVerdie and skaLman – for their contriBUtion to the game and their eU gained 
repUtation going Beyond this UniVerse, for their skiLLs, their hUnting, the amoUnt of peds 
they donate mindark. not so many are known for the contrary. for not Being an UBer 
hUnter, Landowner or VirtUaL entrepreneUr, BUt for their UniqUe personaLity, for Being a 
character that’s hard to find twice. magam is one of those – he now is the king of the rig!

king of the rig
STORY / PHOTOS: neva

special interest

MagaM finally CaMe down froM CryStal PalaCe and to hiS throne
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o yoU jUst Landed on pLanet caLypso, with onLy 
an orange jUmp sUit on yoU? two options yoU 
haVe to get yoUr Life on caLypso started: sweating 
for hoUrs and therefore possiBLy getting Bored 

soon or deposit rL money into the UniVerse. mayBe yoU’re 
jUst tired of throwing yoUr hard earned cash into the 
game and want to stop depositing – which is common BUt 
UnLikeLy as after crossing the depositing Border for the 
first time doing it again and again is so damn easy…want 
to know how to BUiLd Up some peds on caLypso By trading 
to sUstain? read on.

for all those people who don’t want to put real money into a 
game the only option they have in the beginning is to go out 
sweating. The best place currently known to most of us for 
sweating is swamp Camp near port atlantis with all the healers 
and focus Chargers around skilling on medical, mindforce and 
other categories by healing and giving out free focus to the 
sweaters. now let’s say a sweater collects about 100 sweat 
Bottles per hour at the beginning. This means a gain of about 
0.6 pEds/hour. in order to start as a trader on Calypso an initial 
capital of 100 pEds is quite good. as a sweater you can make 
100 pEds in more or less 160 hours with sweat rates of at least 
0.6pEds per 100 sweat Bottles.
finished sweating? now you have the 100 pEds you need to 
launch yourself as a Trader. here comes the important part with 
few of the best secrets of trading being leaked. as a starting 
Trader the best commodities on Calypso to start with are 
resource meaning Ores and Enmatters you need to purchase 
first at low rates to sell them up with profitable mark-up. a good 
way to do this is to stand in the Trading arena of port atlantis 
and advertise your Ore & Enmatter Buying service. as a trader 
one has to stand there for hours finding few sellers, so be aware 
that trading is a time consuming activity observing the market 
and get into contact with business partners. The best way to set 
the prices at which you buy your goods is to grace Twin peaks 

with a quick side-trip and watch out for the established average 
prices Ore and Enmatter buyers are purchasing at. some of 
them even maintain a website to make it easy for sellers to 
look up and set prices. Check out their prices and buy Ores 
and Enmatters at a lower price at port atlantis. as soon as you 
amassed a decent quantity sell them on to buyers at Twin peaks. 
The profit in the beginning might be low as your initial capital is 
limited, but as soon as you made some pEds you can go for 
bigger amounts and therefore increase your profit.

another way to do this is to stand at auction for hours, bidding 
on and buying out Ores and Enmatters as well as other goodies 
that seem to be a good bargain as they are launched at a lower 
price and invite to sell them on to buyers at Twin peaks. This is 
when you use the Offer option in auction; there is also the Order 
option where you can launch the amount and max price you 
intend to buy specific commodities at. 
another popular way of making pEds from trading is by selling 
mind Essence. But the success is not much here as lots of 
people recently started doing this. as you use two different 
resources to get mind Essence and the production includes 
decay on the refiner when refining force nexus and sweat 
to mind Essence you need a mathematical calculation to get 
deeper into the profit gain and selling prices.
let’s say you bought 3k nexus at 140% mark-up: you invested 
42 pEds. using your own sweat Bottles you don’t have any 
further investments to purchase sweat; decay on your refiner is 
around 1 pEd. 
so your total costs to make mind Essence in this exemplary case 
are 43 pEds. if you plan to sell it at auction then add 0.5 pEds 
for the auction listing fee if the starting mark-up is set to 100% 
and 1.65 pEds for the commission of 5% to mindark for selling 
3k of mind Essence via auction. so the total costs with this 
setting are 45.15 pEds when sold at auction. if you sell the mind 
Essence at 220% your profit is 23 pEds or 20.85 pEds when 
selling via auction. Bear in mind that if you choose a buyout 
setting your listing fee at auction will increase too. There are lots 
of other commodities which can be traded for some profit. 
want to know the biggest secret of trading? here it is: Get some 
initial capital and have lots of patience. and you will see how 
easy life can be on calypso starting with sweating.

something takes time” he says and you can easily perceive 
how true this statement is seeing him walking towards you. 
he is friendly, entertaining and a good friend to those who can 
call themselves chosen to be on his friendlist. magam is being 
appreciated for cheering people up when they feel down and 
always having a good joke at hand. he is caring and following 

the social aspects of this game like probably noone else. you 
have never met him before? he might know one or two things 
about you and your soc. “i just pay a lot of attention while 
chatting” magam says. it’s fascinating to meet an observer 
like him who seems to able able to memorize details about 
the people he met or had heard of in a huge number. There is 

a certain calmness and wisdom to the 
words he says and the aura this avatar 
creates. “magam knows everything” i 
heard many times and it is true in a way. 
But how? he is a perfect example of how 
social networking via chatting can work 
in this universe. still it remains sort of 
enigmatic how and why magam gains all 
this information. and especially enigmatic 
as to who is the person behind the avatar 
and what his reasons are. an enigma or 
not – you have no chance not to like him 
and his title is well deserved as characters 
like him are most valuable to this game.

newBie tip of the season
STORY  : dura Killer Tech

special interest
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hile it has been said that 
the mindforce discipline is 
the most useless of them 

all, others share a very different 
opinion. although it might not be 
valuable in the sense of generat-
ing income, it is most valuable 
in light of the many different and 
marvelous things it allows one 
to do. in a few minutes we are 
going to consider the words of 
those who actually make good 
use of the mindforce discipline. 
But first, let us review what is 
needed to get started. This is 
assuming one is entirely new to 
the subject, and contemplating 
the pursuit of some aspect of 
mindforce as either a career or 
hobby.

first you must somehow acquire a low-level chip.  a minor heal 
chip, a lesser teleport, a minor focus, or a lesser nerve blast will 
do. These are common items and can be acquired at virtually any 
time, in the auction. also, many of the shops in Entropia carry 
these chips, so you might want to visit some of these, and look for 
a bargain.

next purchase an implant 
and an inserter. The payn-
inc inserter can be had for 
exactly 15 ped at a trade 
terminal near you. select 
‘Tools’, then scroll to the 
very bottom of the list and 
you will find ‘surgical’. Click 
just there, and 3 items will 
appear in the panel on the left. The first item is 
the inserter. Get one.

as for the implant, the aa neopsionic model 
is best for beginners and will allow you to use 
chips level 1 through 3. it is a very good starter 
implant, but keep an eye on it, as most things in 
the Eu, it will decay with use. again, the Trade 

Terminal is your friend. The aa neopsionic implant retails for just 
21.99.
Once you have the chip, the implant and inserter, you are almost 
ready to begin. One more thing is needed, and that is mind Es-
sence. This is the fuel that drives those chips. it is the equivalent 
of ammo for the opalo. you can’t do a thing without it. at the time 
of this writing, the best price seems to be 215% over TT. as for ex-
actly where you can find it for that rate, that is for you to discover. 
as always, it is in your best interest to do a bit of shopping.

with mind Essence in 
your inventory, you are 
now ready to begin. map 
the chip and inserter to 

the keyboard, assigning them to whatever keys you wish. Key # 1 
one might be good for the chip, whereas key # 9 might do for the 
inserter, based on frequency of use. The choice of keys is entirely 
up to you. furthermore, should you wish to, drag the icons for 
those items to the desktop while still in configuration mode. now, 
equip the inserter and activate it. a small form will appear. drag 
the implant from your inventory, to the box on the form, and click 
‘insert’. after a few seconds, during which you will writhe in appar-
ent agony, the implant will be in your head, and the chip ready for 
use.

To use a chip, first select it by clicking it’s icon on the desktop or 
pressing it’s number on the keyboard. at the bottom of the screen, 
next to your healthbar,  you will see the name of the chip along 
with your on-hand supply of mind essence, which ought to be in 
your inventory.
select it yet again to begin the process of concentrating. Con-
centrating or focussing, is required before each and every use of 
mindforce. no doubt you are familiar with focussing before each 
sweating attempt. sweat Gathering, an intrinsic skill of every En-
tropian, is also an aspect of the mindforce discipline. hence, it is 
necessary to fully engage the mind, before making use of it.

so now you have successfully concentrated on the type of mf 
you are using. Once again, click on or otherwise select the active 
chip, and it will do it’s thing. if it is a heal chip, the target will be 
somewhat healed. if it is a teleport chip the mini-map will appear 
and you will chose a destination for travel. if it is a focus chip, the 
target will receive so many focus charges (which can come in very 
handy). and finally, if it is a nerve blast chip, the target will receive 
a slight bit of damage, and probably kill you for your trouble. don’t 
worry; things will get better the more you work at it!

(make note of these facts: you cannot nerve blast another citizen 
outside of pvp, and you can never heal a wounded creature. it has 
been tried, and it does not work!)

This is a basic overview of how to use the various aspects of 
mindforce. many wonders await you as you proceed. as with other 
the other fields of endeaver within the Entropia universe, you will 
continually unlock new professions and skills as you progress. for 
more detailed information on the practical aspects of how to make 
the most of your new love interest, search out the subject on the 
internet. many wonderful guides have been produced, and you 
stand to learn quite a bit by consulting them.

W

COLUMN

what do the experts say about...mindforce
STORY /PHOTOS: donald
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Of great interest to any who plan to pursue the mindforce should 
be the thoughts and opinions of those who have succeeded in 
making proper use of it. Toward this end, a request for informa-
tion was sent out to some who, it was felt, had something worth-
while to contribute. many thanks to those that responded. please 
consider what they had to share with their fellow Entropians, 
beginning with a letter from one who wishes to remain anony-
mous. also, what follows is a very rough translation, produced for 
mortals. This is by no means, a verbatim transcription of what was 
said:

“When I started using Mindforce very few players were interested 
in it. Decent size chips were inexpensive due to the lack of skills. 
Then the first resurrection chip dropped, and I was hooked! I 
started skilling Heal, spending many months standing in lava 
pools. Blowing through many 1000s of units of Mind Essence in a 
effort to unlock Power Catalyst. I eventually gained the use of the 
resurrection chip, and unlocked Ethereal Speech, also known as 
Soul Language, which made the effort worth while.”

he relates that making 
good use of the focus chip 
and nerve blast helped 
him to hone his Teleporter 
skills. now he uses a Good 
Teleport chip and is very 
satisfied with it. “not only do 
i enjoy the ability to teleport 
home, but in one hop i can 
go as far as 5 hops taken by 
my society mates!”

some of the most enjoyable 
moments for Kygon come 
from working with newcom-
ers. with a tremendous range of 35 metres, and the ability to heal 
up to 58 hp per cycle, he is really in a position to render aid just 
when they need it the most.
when asked what advice he had for those contemplating 
mindforce, he just says not to become obsessed with making 
‘progress’. Relax and have fun. after all, fun is what mf is about, 
for the most part, isn’t it?

interesting to note, that when asked what advice she had for any-
one considering mf, mikah sounded a similar warning.

“Be very careful skilling Mindforce though. It can be very addic-
tive, especially to your Credit Card.... so be wary of how much 
you spend and set a budget for yourself, otherwise your going to 
end up quite dissatisfied in the long run...” That is excellent advice 
regardless of your field of endeavor. Thank you, mikah, for the 
reminder.

what was it that led star to the study of mindforce? here is what 
he has to say on the matter:

“The introduction of high level beacons is what originally drew me 
toward Mindforce.  A large group of the highest skilled characters 
in the Entropia Universe, myself included, wanted to complete the 
42 PED beacon but found it difficult without several in the group 
being able to perform Resurrection.  I skilled with the idea of being 
one that could bring back people quickly during those beacons.”

so then, what in star’s opinion is the best way to skill Biotrophy, in 
order to use a resurrection chip?

“I found the best way to skill it was with lvl 2 heal chip and 1 young 
rippersnapper out in the middle of no where.  If your evade is high 
enough, you won’t need to focus.  If you must focus, use lvl 6 
focus if you can.” He went on to say, in regard to the Resurrection 
skill:“This is one of my favorite skills, being able to give life back 
to the dead -even if I was the one that took it from them in the first 
place!”

as for any words of advice star has for others...
“Don’t avoid Mindforce, but I can promise any newcomer that skill-

“With 700 skill points in psychotrophy  and 650 in pyrotrophy, 
Mindforce is more of a hobby for me, than anything else.  I see 
my involvement in MF, as a natural evolution, to bridge a gap in 
my capabilities. Since I have not, and will not, ever use a rifle I 
have a range problem. My use of the nerve blast, and sometimes 
firestorm skills solves that problem. Between the two, I am able to 
tag mobs, from  a distance of 80 to 110 metres. I use my pistol in 
the 5 to 55 metre range, and finish with a melee weapon. This is 
known as a layered defense, and suits my hunting style.”

The message concluded with some interesting tidbits, regarding a 
grandiose plan for mindforce, that someone else was devising. it 
involves making use of over-lapping skills, with the most minimal 
training possible and achieving stupendous results. it’s a theory 
up to now, but rest assured, if there is any more news regarding 
this grand scheme, it will be reported here first, if at all possible.

The firestorm chip is available 
early on, and has a consider-
able skill increase Bonus. 
furthermore, the individual 
quoted above feels that the 
mindforce combat-skills are 
more than adequate for go-
ing head to head in pvp with 
those using more conventional 
methods. This opinion is at 
variance with some others who 
were also interviewed. Be that 
as it may, let’s take a look now, 
at Kygon’s thoughts on the 
matter.
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ing it isn’t cheap. MF isn’t really for those that can’t afford to put 
much in EU though.  If you don’t even have a resurrection chip, I 
don’t see much point in being able to resurrect.  One thing I didn’t 
mention is that the ability to read deadspeak [Ethereal Language, 
ed.] is quite useful when people die that you are teamed with.  
This is an ability acquired after 1 single resurrection is performed. 
With this ability, friends can tell you what mob killed them, any 
needs for ammo or other helpful tidbits that may make your task 
easier.”

Thank you star, for those words of advice.

in conclusion, please consider now, the words of an Old lion of 
the mindforce discipline, one of the original experts in the field, 
noggin.
Below is some of what he had to say.

“My main interest sparked a few months after I started.  Back 
then, (2004-5) so few people seemed to know about this mysti-
cal power, and I was determined to find out what made it tick.” he 
goes on to relate how, at first the skill-charging time was extremely 
long due to a bug, which was fixed rather later than sooner. also, 
mind Essence was rare and hence, quite expensive.

however, things gradually improved. Then, after a time, the Tel-
eport and Resurrection chips were released. he goes on to say, 
“All-of-a-sudden, mindforce was back in vogue, and it was a bit 

imagine yoU were ma: what woULd yoU Like to see in eU, some 
day? is there something yoU are missing? something that 
needs to Be changed? how woULd yoU make the game more 
attractiVe?
it is safe to say that each and eVeryone of Us aLready spent 
hoUrs taLking to mates or thinking separateLy aBoUt what 
coULd Be done in the fUtUre on pLanet caLypso. and proBaBLy 
spent twice as many hoUrs compLaining aBoUt the cUrrent 
state. tcp’s new coLUmn coVers exactLy those aspects. it’s 
not meant to Be a coLLection of compLaints – of coUrse 
we’d aLL Like to see peds repopULating the Loot window, natU-
raLLy haVe more Loot windows popping Up and Less yeLLow 
text. no. we are asking for the commUnity’s ingenUity and 
creatiVity. what woULd yoU Like to see impLemented in fUtUre 
VUs? 
tcp wiLL pUBLish 15 ideas in each Upcoming issUe, sUggested By 
the commUnity, compiLed By the eUforces commUnity for this 
issUe. 

1�. we got pvp and the Octagon – why not implement a wres-
tling function?
17. powerfists on both hands to allow real boxing in the ring!
1�. The handshake gesture instead of the “aaaalllll riiiiight” after a 
successful deal!
19. .... and what about the “high five”? Ok, that might be out of 
fashion. forget 19.
20.	Teaming function during official events. it’s a mess trying to 
have team combats instead of the dog eats dog basics we cur-
rently have.
21. something to do with the vote Terminals like regular polls 
about decisions on Calypso, launched by ma or that can be cre-
ated by any Entropian.

more fun.  As soon as I got my hands on a wormhole chip and a 
resurrection chip, I made it my business to be the best at them.  I 
think for a little while, I quite possibly was...  I was certainly the 
only avatar I knew of to be able to use both of them.”

(Truly, a hero has walked among us...)

in the end, not much has really happened in this area. noggin’s 
final take on the matter runs thus, “I’d have loved to have seen 
Mindforce be the key to the higher echelon of EU abilities - to 
see mindforcers with enough skill and MF equipment take on the 
larger mobs (and players for that matter).  I really think it’s a great 
chance wasted.  Usually, the rewards in EU are quite well propor-
tioned to the amount of time and/or money invested.  In the case 
of MF, they’re way off the mark.”

in the end, there is always hope. and it is our hope that articles 
such as these, and the interest continually being expressed by 
the community in Entropia-related forums throughout the land, 
will someday bring about the changes so many of us long for, 
and dream of. so everyone please, focus! Concentrate! perhaps 
through the use mindforce these changes will someday become a 
reality!

special thanks to: Jenna “star” mercury, Kygon “shr00m” infrac-
tion, lia “mikah” seeker, Balthazar “noggin” fishburn and anony-
mous for your contributions.

22.	public rooms as venues for societies or other group meetings, 
with screens outside announcing the meeting.
23.	Jukeboxes. They exist but what are they good for? why not 
offer something to choose from a number of songs or allow to 
upload music.
2�.	an appointment Terminal. we can buy and repair our stuff at 
terminals, we have the auction and we can create and manage 
socities. another terminal for hairstylists etc. to arrange the service 
meeting would make life easier for both: provider and customer.
25. an Event Terminal. Right now you can check the different 
forums, Olas or Event Organizers to be informed about upcoming 
events. an additional terminal to get all events at once would be 
helpful.
2�. an announcement Terminal. we do have the advertising 
screens, but it would also be nice to have a terminal where you 
can launch announcements too, like special offers at shops etc. 
27.	more or actually new items you accidentiallly find like fruit and 
dung.
2�.	do something about our capital, hadesheim, to get more life 
into it.
29. we have the auction, we have shops, we have shopkeepers 
and booths – what about public market stalls, maybe even huts? 
They could be hired for a day and people can sell their stuff live. 
This would attract people and be another nice event too.
30.	Create a regular funfair as an event, officially arranged by 
ma. This could be a perfect happening to present new creatures 
discovered on Calypso, to arrange small single events and stuff 
like that.

if you have own ideas about what could be implemented post your 
idea using the following link to the discussion board:
http://www.euforces.com/index.php?name=pnphpbb2
&file=viewtopic&t=708

COLUMN

1001 things ma could do about eU
TEXT  : neva
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Extract from RDI report 121003

Title: Status report on mutant’s tool investigation – application of low and mid level weapons 
clarified, shamanic wand remains partially mysterious
Author: Dr. William T. Bexton, Dr. Cedric Feldman, Fynn Goldwig

Almost one decade after the archeological discovery of the Thorifoid Temple north of Omegaton West 
Habitat, the Department of Humanoid and Mutant Affairs (DHMA) commissioned the DANC (Division of 
Archaic and Native Clobber) – subdivision to the DIID (Department of Item Investigation and Devel-
opment) – to reconsider the investigation on the items found back then when surveying the Thori-
foid tomb that had been disguised after the examination of the temple to keep away tomb raiders. 
The DANC project group assambled for the research on these mutant tools received the objects M-
TTI-128 (club), M-TTI-129 (pickaxe), M-TTI-134 (rake), M-TTI-135 (bucket) and M-TTI-137 (wooden 
staff).
The origin of the objects had been clarified already by the archeological pioneer group discover-
ing the temple: the club (M-TTI-128) can be identified as mutant weapon used by the species Thorio; 
the pickaxe (M-TTI-129) as a more cultivated and specialized tool belongs to the developed mutant 
species Thorofoid, whereas rake (M-TTI-134) and bucket (M-TTI-135)  belong to the female gender of 
this andvanced species, the Thorafoid. The wooden staff (M-TTI-137) originates from the eldest mu-
tantlike species on Calypso, the Thorifoid. 
Our examination of the Thorio club and the Thorofoid pickaxe at first didn’t reveal any new in-
sights to their use other than what had been stated in RDI report 789 treating the first research 
results after the discovery. Both, club and pickaxe, had been used as samples for the develop-
ment of the RepEdge Axe Series with native materials, as well as further on the Force Mace Series. 
Thorifoid clubs and maces had been found before by settlers on Calypso and unfortunately entered 
the free market. 
Nonetheless after consulting the colleagues from the DENC (Department of Ethology and Native Cul-
ture), who just completed their research on mutant socioecological behaviour expounded in RDI 
report 121000, we had been informed that the Thorofoid use their pickaxe not only to defend, but 
also to search the ground for fruit. This clarified also the use of the objects the Thorafoid carry 
with them. The rake as weapon so far had not been considered as a prototype for, after technical 
advancement and optimation, possible mass production. Dr. Willow Kaveri from the DENC highlighted 
however the most prominent use of it that cannot be dissociated from the bucket. Being character-
ized as hunter-gatherers the Thorafoid use the rake to rummage the ground for dung they collect in 
the bucket. When using both rake and pickaxe the average find of fruit and dung increased compared 
to the accidential finds Entropians currently experience. Energetic vibes emissioned by both tools 
when using seem to be an evidence for dowser functions implied, but also related to a certain lev-
el of experience and skill as we have not been able to succeed in their application constantly.
Our knowledge gained by examining the wooden staff throughout different tests can be rated as 
crucial. Dr. Kaveri has been informed about the results and is now preparing a full report while 
a group of researchers from the DENC already has been sent out in order to observe the Thorifoid 
tribe T-01 around the temple. Considered as a wooden staff only the Thorifoid tool can now be cat-
egorized as high level weapon and hence classified as shamanic wand. Originally classified as crea-
ture with an as low cultural level as the Thorio, the Thorifoid’s position within the mutant spe-
cies was underrated. We now know that their techniques surmount the abilities of all other mutant 
species remarkably; they are archaic but more advanced compared to the simple strategies of all 
Thorio, Thorofoid and Thorafoid. As keeper of the ancestor’s knowledge, the Thorifoid managed to 
sustain an amazing power and skill level all other mutant species lost due to human corrumption. 
The shamanic wand is not simply just an archaic status symbol, it is also a symbol for power and 
a powerful tool. When trying to use the wand applying MindEssence for that matter, we succeeded 
in performing several Mind Force related functions such as heal and attack with only the wand. It 
happened to be plain accidential discovering the application of ME in this case as the wand also 
seem to receive energetic vibes when brought close to fruit and dung. The impact of the ME appli-
cation also appeared to be less effectful than what the Thorifoid can achieve when attacking. If 
this is related to a different skill level cannot be confirmed as we invited high skilled Psycho-
tropians from all over Calypso to test the tool. Whether the Thorifoid have a totally different 
skill scheme or even are using a different kind of energy resources needs to be a topic of further 
investigation.

taking the idea of things to Be impLemented a Bit fUrther – what if there was a LaBoratory managed By the foLks 
at rdi, inVestigating things that aLready exist on pLanet caLypso and hoLding Back information aBoUt their 
Use and where they come from, LaUnching onLy Bits to the pUBLic Like in case of the mind essence discoVery?

COLUMN

news from the rdi Laboratory
STORY  : neva
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Sunny lag: we are expecting almoSt no 
lag - it’S a walk in the park 

cloudy lag: we are expecting little lag 
or no lag to mention 

sunny perspectives for the whole east-south-eastern part of 
amethera: the servers aren’t opened yet so we can only assumes 
that lag doesn’t exist in this region. Or it’s too heavy to allow the 
servers to go online – you name it!
despite rather cloudy moments on the island to the south-south-
western part of the continent, myrene, memorial and Oyster, the 
rest of amethera will be affected by the vu 9.0 low with bad lag 
storms up to stormy, aggressive CTds. 
The icelands to the middle-west are over clouded to the south 
around segna forest and afflicted by constant heavy lag to the 
north at solfais Crater – it is recommended to avoid this region 
until the servers got used to the vu changes. The shinnok Jungle 
creates a severe storm lag triangle together with Billton Towers 
and Treasure island, affecting Genesis on the way. Treasure 
island will be exposed to constant lag periods as hunters take 
advantage of the high density of hogglos in this area these days. 
similar stormy lag can be predicted for Rei’s defense to the 
south due to high density of atrox in the Tiny Trox Ola and many 
hunters trying to get a recent frequently observed atrox hof, and 
sakura City, afflicted by lag interferences from Rei’s. 
Other Cities affected by lag storms are Omegaton west habitat, 
nea’s place, palms Corner and nate valley. Responsible for this 
constant server slowdown in this wider region are the herds of 
sweaters still roaming the area around nea’s. 
The whole pvp4 area with akmuul island will experience stormy 
to overcast lag, but if you log in at the right moment you will have 
the pleasant experience of only clouded skies and lag at times. 

Even on planet Calypso you can feel that the summer period is coming to 
an end: the almost overall sunny bright skies we’ve experienced since July 
are clouding up again since late september and we are expecting decent 
cloud and storm periods for October and november, going hand in hand 
with vu 9.0, the new graphics and the bank buildings. Eventhough we we 
could be talking about less serious interferences than normal as half of the 
Entropians use a couple of their online gaming hours on afterworld now, vu 
9.0 is causing serious lag storms including stormy CTds all over Eudoria. 
major cities such as port atlantis, Twin peaks and its mall as well as fort ar-
gus and minopolis will be heavy affected, port atlantis additionally afflicted 
by due to new arrivals that use to join Eu around the cold season. fort fury 
is one of the locations with quite a few thundery CTds.
fort Troy and Jason Center will climb even higher on the lag force scale. 
Jason Center as well as other locations hosting drone experience a hunter 
run these days – rumour has it that they drop nemesis foot-Guards. atlas 
haven and especially the area near atlas island north will be heavily lagged 
due to dalas and followers sweating to the max. 
The hadesheim city complex – stormy lag as usual, even though noone’s 
around, but since the new graphics don’t affect any building complexes the 
capital and its surrounding location are actually more bright compared to 
other popular spots. 
fort ithaca and nymphtown as well as fort pandora, Camp Echidna, Cape 
Corinth and Billy’s are badly lagged, but can be rated lower on the lag scale. 
for those who didn’t top up their tan well during summer, pandora desert, 
Camp Caravan and pvp1 offer you some bright and sunny moments, but 
make sure there aren’t too many others around lagging you out with their 
new looks. The other pvp areas are expected to be rather capricious for the 
upcoming two months: after an unusual stormy summer, pvp3 now is the 
place to be for the best late summer/early fall climate. same goes for pvp2 
with the exception that summer apparently forgot to stop here and we are 
moving from one autumnal climate period right on to the next.

Overcast lag: we are expecting decent 
lag Or lag at times 

stOrmy lag: we are expecting heavy lag 
Or remarkable lag at any time

eu
do
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travel	&	explore

lag forecast
WEATHER FORECAST / PHOTOS: vik

For Calypso as expected for October and November 2007
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eing creative on planet Calypso can find its ex-
pression in many different ways – think about all 
the societies with their concepts, investigating and 

experimentalising hunting strategies or the research of the 
everlasting mining drill tower. The results are barely visual 
though. True visual creativity can be found in appartments. 
not necessarily in furniture and decoration itself, but in their 
arrangement and application as well as the use of other, 
non-decorative items such as animal parts used for furnish-
ing reasons. fashion is the other unique but also imitable 
way of creative self-expression. The different types of cloth-
ing existing on Calypso, allowing you to colour them most 
diverse and combinate them unrestrainedly, accompanied by 
a fair number of armours and the possibility of most unu-
sual patchworking, offers us at least a minimum of options 
to contrast ourselves from others, to create a personality, 
a character that can hardly be found twice. But still it is a 
somewhat fake diversity: the use of stardardised items to mix 
and therefore create an apparent individuality and unique-
ness. it doesn’t differ much from that Rl phenomenon global 
players such as iKEa and h&m have established: an almost 
worldwide use of identical items of multiple versions regard-
ing material or colour that allow you to customize.

eu	is	full	of	Creative	minds.	earlier,	before	the	implementation	of	the	partiCipant	Content,	

this	was	hard	to	preCeive	though	as	the	options	to	express	yourself	were	pretty	limited	for	

a	long,	long,	a	real	long	time.	it	was	more	a	one-way	tiCket	playing	eu	ever	sinCe	i	Can	remem-

ber	as	the	only	way	of	putting	something	of	yourself	into	the	game	was	aCtually	feeding	ma	

with	your	rl	Cash	and	deposit.	and	let’s	faCe	the	faCts:	the	options	still	are	limited!	

looking at the media usage since the implementation of the 
participant Content it is plain visual in a double sense how 
important this step has been regarding the development of 
the creative flux in the Entropia universe. now that people 
can actually put something into the game it is much easier 
to inform and entertain other Entropians, and to create a 
different kind of output in and through the game. There were 
techniques before, like for example radio streams or team 
speak severs, to get something of yourself into the game. 
nonetheless it’s much easier now with the participant Con-
tent; but naturally it costs. so many activities are still focused 
on non-ingame releases.
in his article Contemporary Calypsonian Culture alexander 
Bork refers to the different media types existing on Calypso 
nowadays, all reviewed and reflected in the context of art. 
audio, visual and audio-visual media types are now gain-
ing ground in the Entropia universe. however, it is still 
the written word that accompanied Eu right from the start: 
journalistic activities, newspaper and magazines, informa-
tion gathered ingame, put together outside the game and 
inevitably published in the internet since there is no way yet 
to get a regular news broadcast – whether Tv or newspaper 
– into the game constantly. Jamhot is an exception when it 

B

travel	&	explore

Exploring The Past!
STORY  : neva / PHOTOS  : The Gate, The Entropian & Blogtropia.com

EBN And Beyond: A History Of Calypsonian Media

■  The GaTe Issue 1, 6    
and	7	and	the	

entropian	issue	1
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comes to Tv activities so far, despite the EBn news take be-
ing broadcasted on the official ma screens. and that scene is 
rather brainwashing than inspiring as it didn’t change much 
since it had been launched. newspaper and magazine activi-
ties remain a marginal phenomenon bound to the virtual 
world outside of Calypso. attempts of creating something on 
a regular basis have been there before though. 

in late 2002 the inaugural issue of the very first Entropian 
magazine went online. Between October 2002 and april 
2003 The Gate, published by editor stephanie haines and 
her staff on Entropiaforum, made it to seven issues before it 
ceased. what had happened to the rolemodel that managed 
both, creating a steady profile and make progress through-
out its publishing history? with haines being pregnant The 
Gate was expecting an editorial shift that in the end never 
happened.Or did it? The Gate was a magazine with close, 
real close bonds to mindark. frank Campbell was involved 
as a writer right from the start, official news from the ma 
headquarter were published almost exclusively, marco Behr-
mann contributed to the magazine’s content and finally got 
his mention as an official writer in the last issue. The October 
issue of The Gate informs on page 9 about a Tv channel 
to be launched soon broadcasting news up-to-the-minute 
and hosted by journalist sayah King. it’s name: EBn – the 
Entropia Broadcast network. we all know sayah King and 
the famous broadcasting channel The Gate refered to in its 
first issue here as it’s exactly the brainwashing take beaming 
on the public ingame screens mentioned before. 
The Gate and EBn – a close relation. it seems like the 
Calypsonian Tv and magazine history started early and in 
cooperation with mindark themselves. EBn is nowadays 
known as Calypso’s only official news broadcaster, rep-
resented exclusively on the Entropia universe mainsite. 
it is both: a news network being part of the history of Eu 
as a mmORpG and a fictional institution that’s part of the 
Entropian storyline just like the Rdi office – the Research 
and development institute, an official mindark ingame office 
in some way. But what had happened? apparently mindark 
understood the need for information, news and entertain-
ment pretty early, in visual and printed form. Campbell 
was supposed to take over the editor’s chair after haines 
dedicated herself to her new role as a mother. it never hap-
pened though. most likely because mindark, being close to 
release their own virtual magazine now, saw a more ap-
pealing chance in the newly established news broadcaster 
EBn. Being only an assupmtion, the plans for EBn must 
have been big, but yet just another idea to be abandoned 
by ma. with exception of the regular news flashes on the 
offcial Eu website, not much is happening with the excellent 
but carelessly attended EBn concept. it developed slowly 
if, at all, we can apply the word “development” here. how 
independend was The Gate really with its close connection 
to mindark? where would it be today if haines didn’t have to 
stop her engagement as an editor? was it actually independ-
end, but abandoned by mindark after haines left and they 
prefered the EBn idea over the magazine? we don’t know, 
but apparently the idea of a magazine was too good to be 
ignored in the long run.

in november 2005 Calypso was preparing for its next media 
milestone. mindark announced that soon another magazine 
would come into the world of planet Calypso, a resident 
magazine too! and, of course, the first official Entropia 
universe magazine – first official emphasised because it was 
meant to be an official mindark product, produced by ma 

and mmm publishing even though promoted as a maga-
zine realized in close “conjunction” with ma: The Entropian. 
innovation: subscription and ingame availablity via auction. 
not yet in 2005 though as it took almost half a year to, fully, 
carry out this new concept. what after delays finally saw the 
light of day in mid 2006 was a 68 pages strong, full-colour 
high-end magazine full of ambitious content and worth 150 
pEds (plus 50 pEds p+p worldwide); 560 pEds (plus 200 
pEds p+p worldwide) for a yearly subscription. sounds like 
a lot of dough for a virtual magazine? not really as this was 
not just a virtual magazine, even though the idea of actually 
having a magazine to read virtually in game is appealing. 
no, The Entropian was – and still is as it can still be pur-
chased via auction – a Rl magazine that’s being shipped to 
you together with some postcards, a poster and a pEd card. 
an early stage of mindark brands? yes, but also an idea that 

had been ceased, 
not even in the 
long run as ma let 
it down at an early 
stage of only one 
publication. The 
Entropian never 
made it beyond this 
first single issue; a 
yearly subscription 
being hold out first 
came to noth-
ing and it seems 
like the concept 
had been a little 
overmotivated and 
too ambitious. 68 

pages need to be filled first. did mindark think it would be 
snapped up within days only and expect too much of their 
magazine? very likely. Today we know that mindark doesn’t 
eat humble pie, they want the whole cake, now, so they 
started big when trying to establish a Rl brand magazine. 
apparently the effort didn’t pay fast enough even though 
there are still voices in the Eu community who initially ex-
pected more of The Entropian – more issues that it. it should 
have been easy for ma to keep the idea running as they are 
sitting at the source of information. not to mention how easy 
it would have been for them to assamble more Entropians as 
their journalists, many of them working for the honour only, 
others for a small ingame item. But mindark’s efforts seem 
to be pooled on other priorities: economical expansion of 
the game and hence a business reputation more in Rl than 
in the virtual universe itself. The iterating slogan of the Real 
Cash Economy surmounts the idea of creating something 
more community orientated. 

what “virtual” magazines and also Tv channels need today 
are writers, people who are willing to spend a bit of their 
free time on such projects and contribute – most of the time 
without expecting anything in return, especially not pEds 
they can convert into Rl cash. There are tendencies, groups 
heading into that direction: mentioned above Jamhot, but 
also The Über mag or the Entropia news network. how long 
such projects can last? Only time will tell. we learned from 
the past that such projects – even if there is a company with 
the resources needed behind it – need a whole lot of ideal-
ism to survive as they depend on what people can achieve in 
their free time. unless you have a team working together ef-
feciently, and even under these circumstances it’s hard work 
to keep up the flow of new impulses and contents. 
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Of course it is a game. it is a game with a whole new world 
to discover and explore. a game where you need to learn all 
about a new flora and fauna, a new culture and new tech-
niques. it is a game in which you can develop yourself, more 
precisely your avatar by gaining skills. a game where you 
interact with others, virtually, almost not real or at least you 
can tell yourself that eventually it is not real so you couldn’t 
care less for what you do or say as it doesn’t matter in the 
end. But is this really true?
mindark themselves have a focus on the reality, the concret-

ness, the palpability of this game. Eu’s focal point stirred 
out of the entertaining gaming aspect and the idea of social 
interaction within virtuality and virtuality only, targeting more 
and more the gambling aspects that had been conjured up by 
the Real Cash Economy agenda of the officials. Economy is 
the magic key and the RCE is being repeated parrot-fashion 
in all public statements. it must be the competition of second 
life – a game that has so many close relations to Eu mainly 
because many online gamers are well familiar with sl and 
Eu, but yet is so different from Eu – that ma is trying to head 
down the similar economical path sl already is walking on 
for ages now. what’s being missed out in this context is that 
Eu was founded on different ideas initially than sl. Eu has a 
storyline behind the virtual world. sl does not as it is a world 
created by its gamers, being so much closer to Rl and serv-

You think Entropia univErsE is just a gamE? surprisE: it is not! WhY? BEcausE 
mindark told us so. a couplE of months ago Your login WindoW told You 
that Entropia univErsE is morE than just a gamE, implYing that somEhoW 
thErE is morE to it, that somEhoW Your rl is morE dEEplY involvEd into it 
than You Would ExpEct at first. this slogan changEd. noW Entropia uni-
vErsE is thE nExt gEnEration of intEractivE EntErtainmEnt. WEll, so in thE End 
it is a gamE? 

ing much better the need of being someone else than you 
might be in Rl. sl is more about entrepreneurs and busi-
ness, about individuality and without much commitment. it is 
Eu’s exclusiveness of belonging to one society only, the way 
you need to deal with what you get as you can’t just script 
something you like into the game, that are creating much 
faster strong social groups, which makes this game so differ-
ent from second life. 

and how many times did other people tell you you’ve already 
lost your marbles for playing such a game? The way Entropia 
affects your Rl and sneaks into it despite the time you spend 
playing it - whether it’s dancing pogo with Eu playing friends 
at a party or telling everyone at the dining table about your 
latest loot success while hunting atrox – it is not a one-way 
road. Eu might serve escapism of your everyday routine, but 
Rl enters the game inevitably. naturally there are freelancing 
Entropians who spend more time on their own than con-
tinuously interacting with others. most Entropians however 
intensively socialize. despite the talks about ingame related 
matters, what happened to you the other day when sweat-
ing, discussing with your soc mates what gun you should 

Calypso	&	beyond

Tightrope Walk 

How Important Is The Person Behind An Avatar?
STORY  : neva / PHOTOS  : google, Miggobar

 it is a game. how many times did yoU aLready haVe to so- 

 LiLoqUize this sentence in order to keep aLL yoUr marBLes? 
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get next and where to find remarkable mining resources, the 
topics of conversation switch to aspects settled beyond the 
avatar pretty soon. Be honest: how many of you logged into 
the game after a real messed up day to let off some steam by 
killing herds of atrax and found themselves telling your mates 
in soc chat or via pm what pissed you off during the day? if 
you are willing to socialize and agree to becoming part of a 
social group on planet Calypso you gradually unveil parts 
of your Rl self being more than just an avatar but a very 
concrete person behind. 

Things like that happen, and they are way beyond the Real 
Cash Economy because most of us lose their faith in RCE 
pretty soon. i’ve already met quite a few Entropians in Rl 
to find that – at least regarding the people i know ingame 
– the Eu avatar doesn’t really differ from the human steering 
it. Certain characteristics add to the image you’ve created 
in the first place about this fellow, other traits put a new, 
different complexion on this person. But by the end of the 
day you won’t be surprised and you’ve just entered another 
stage of knowing this “virtual friend”. and what? it is a good 
thing, is it not? Eu and other similar mmORpGs serve the 
present times of a globalization created mainly by the power 
of worldwide conjunction via internet. it is a phenomenon 
that can bother us severely from time to time, thinking we are 
spending too much time in a fictional, virtual world instead 
of doing something in our palpable life, because the socio-
cultural acceptance is yet on its way to happen. mmORpGs 
aren’t new, but their public presence is and the vehemence 
they are happening with. Once the public took notice of them 
– or say the media as one of our main cultural providers did 
– the operators of mmORGps became more and more self 
confident seeking the publicity now. we all are part of this 
hype because we are insiders. The not onlinegaming real 
world takes increasing notice of this other world, so how can 
we say that this is really just a virtual game on a different 
planet other than to stay real and down to Earth?
if there, for all of us, is more to this game and the person 
behind an avatar and we are entering a stage of a closer 
amalgamation of a virtual world and the real life, that is infact 
intended by boosting the Real Cash Economy idea in our 
case –one question is fair enough to ask:

The question how far you’d go, where you set the limits of 
your virtual friends entering and affecting your Rl beyond 
Calypso and how much you are willing to reveal can only be 
answered by yourself. Every individual has their own balanc-
ing strategies. But what if we are facing problems that even 
go beyond a simple socializing aspect, that go beyond social 
and cultural acceptance, beyond law? Real issues start to 
emerge when you are confronted with rules and techniques 
that exist in Rl already, but not yet in vR and you have no 
strategy at hand to deal with them appropriately. in our last 
issue we reviewed the incident when neverdie was seeking 
female dancers to hire for his nightclub. some expressed 
their concerns regarding this new profession opening the 

door of possible sexual harassment. it was the application 
of an underaged gamer that gave this debate a new turn 
where the person behind the avatar was made an issue on 
a different level. so no matter how hard you fight the facts 
insisting that it is a game and whoever is hiding behind the 
ingame person, there comes the day when it is being made 
an issue and the Rl self can be draggged into the open, 
sometimes even by force and you get, like in this case, the 
bill for revealing something of yourself like your age. was this 
fair? a person being stopped from something due to the Rl 
facts? you need to be aware of what you tell others – in Rl or 
vR because there is not really a difference. in this case there 
was no damage caused and you could say that it was a good 
sign of people being aware of possible consecuences. But 
what if there is information about a person made public, in-
formation that never had been told by the person but slipped 
through in different ways? information that is so evident and 
fatal that it can’t be ignored?
it came with a shock when evidents were procured unmask-
ing the avatar slayem as being a Rl millionaire with a certain 
preference for young men, real young, underaged men, and 
also with an international record existing and being moni-
tored. and apparently a young Entropian gamer already be-
ing victimized in Rl by this person. despite the disgust being 
caused, official threads on forums dealing with this issue 
had been locked and deleted. The reason for calling a halt to 
such kind of gossip on a public forum is perfectly obvious: it 
crosses a virtual border intruding a Rl person’s intimacy. But 
yet: how much gossip was behind this with plenty of news-
paper articles existing, picture proof given and in the end 
two avatars locked from the game? are we infact obligued to 
close our eyes and ignore things like this because we’d leave 
virtuality and would poke our nose into affairs that are not of 
our business? Or is it in everyone’s resposibility to react on 
such things and report them, just like we actually are sup-
posed to in Rl? 
issues like this teach us how unprepared we all are when it 
comes to such topics. and they also teach us that vR and Rl 
sometimes cannot be seperated from each other, that people 
behind avatars can become important – whether you allow 
them to get close to you and become a part of your social 
life, virtual or real, and you are happy of meeting new friends 
in such a still uncommon way. Or the person behind an ava-
tar makes a difference because they can infact cause harm. 
while in the first case you can always control it, the second 
case can make you and others a victim and regulations as 
well as guidelines in order to know how to deal with such 
severe problems are needed even for the virtual universe. 

 do yoU haVe the priVate maiL addy of yoUr entropia friends? 

 how important shoULd the person Behind an aVatar Become? 

mayBe eVen their phone nUmBer? yoU eVer met some of yoUr

cLostest entropia mates in rL? yoU feLL in LoVe with some-
one ingame?
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ow, for most games companys, the idea of attending a 
con as a major promotional outreach would be nothing 
news worthy but, for the classically media-shy mindark 

this “traditionally so common it is almost expected” act is a step 
forward into the world of advertising of unprecidented propor-
tions.  historically, ma have never been one to advertise, prefer-
ing instead to sit quietly in obscurity while larger, more limelight 
hungry companies such as those running the likes of “world of 
warcraft” and “second life” hog the headlines and advertising 
bill board space. That is not to say that ma don’t get noticed 
however. The Entropia way, it seems, is to sit back quietly un-
noticed by the world and then slam them all roughly once a year 
with a killer news headline or breaking, yet again, another world 
record with new, apparently financially limitless, levels of spiral-
ing virtual property investment. here they are however, finally, 
after all these years of absence, joining the rest by hitting the 
cons and hiring the “booth babes”.

it was with no word of a lie either that marco’s tidings came to 
pass. The mindark stand at leipzig was nothing if not impres-
sive, sporting a massive murial depicting artwork from the game, 
a hearty staff presence, hired models, booths for potentials to try 
the game and even the chance for players to take on the might 
of skalman, using specially created ma “uber” avatars. not least 
in their advertising arsenal however was something (with an ac-
cepting nod to the ill fated “Entropian” magazine of course) that 
has barely been seen from mindark since their, long forgotten, 
pre-gold days. yes, you guessed it, mERChandisE!

way back when, from a time few now remember, ma jump-
started the enthusiasm of their beta testers with an e-magazine 
called, “The Gate” where, nestling among the pages of one 
particular issue, can be found an advert promoting project 
Entropia T-shirts but, since then, little has been seen of Entropia 
merchandising until this day. Considering the enthusiasm for the 
game, blogs, articles and even the recognition by mindark of the 
(whether intentional or not) evangelistic efforts of certain play-

it has Been in an “interest-
ing” time for entropians oVer 
recent months. interesting 
in that nothing has actUaLLy 
Been happening and entropia 
has remained static, as regards 
Updates, for possiBLy the Long-
est time, this sUmmer, on record. it 
was with something therefore that 
can onLy Be descriBed as “shock 
horror” to the commUnity when, at 
the Beginning of aUgUst, mindark 
annoUnced that not onLy they 
woULd Be attending the Leipzig 
games conVention in germany, 
at the end of the month, BUt that 
they woULd Be attending it in styLe!

ers (by way of issuing “Entropia ambassador” titles), one would 
imagine the market for Entropian merchandise would be massive 
but still, strangely, mindark market the game and the game only. 

all this it seemed, was about to change. marco happily an-
nounced in early august that they had commissioned the 
production of a number Calypso themed models to be used as 
give aways at the upcoming convention.  visitors would be able 
to snag their very own model hogglo, atrox and longu and sud-
denly the gates of ma’s, previously stagnant, Entropia merchan-
dising seemed set to be thrown wide open. The enthusiasm on 
the forum was massive, with countless players asking if the mod-
els would be available for purchase by those unable to attend 
the convention or (with possibly more enthusiasm still) if it would 
be possible to loot one? it came as something as a supprise 
therefore when marco calmly stated that this would not be the 
case, and that the models would be available at conventions and 
conventions only. staffing, development priorities and infrastruc-
tion restrictions were cited as reasoning but, to his credit, marco 
did promise to distribute sets, to up to 50 lucky participants, if 
they were among the first to message him with a request.

unfortunately it seems therefore, that this small collection of 
Entropian trinkets are all we are likely to see by way of Calypsian 
merchandise for some time to come. The explanations given are 
understandable, but with a massive potential market (as demon-
strated by the merchandising efforts of other games such as EvE 
online) and an even larger potential range of products that could 
be made available, one has to wonder why ma simply don’t 
employ somone to explore this avenue of possible income. One 
answer, may bare relevance to the fact that the second issue of 
“The Entropian” never saw the light of day and perhapse this has 
discouraged the exploration of further ventures?  unfortunately, 
like with so many things about Entropia, we are unlikely to ever 
know the answer. in the mean time those who couldn’t attend 
leipzig will just have to hope they are among marco’s lucky cho-
sen 50. i’ve messaged him requesting my set. have you? ;)

Calypso	&	beyond

MindArk Expand The Entropia Brand
STORY  : wistrel / PHOTOS  : Entropia Forum, MindArk.com

Or Do They?

N
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n a directory called pdf can be found 2 files depicting what is 
clearly supposed to be the front and back cover designs of 
an audio Cd called “The sound of Entropia” adding further 

weight to speculation, started some months back, that this Cd might 
actually exist.  

The first hints that ma may have created an album featuring the mu-
sic of Entropia came about when they released mp3’s for use in the 
Entropia promotional video competition last year, which was won by 

not	a	lot	of	people	know	this,	but	mindark,	along	with	
their	main	website	run	an	ftp	server	on	whiCh	Can	be	
found	all	manner	of	interesting	files	and	downloads	
not	least	of	whiCh	always	inClude	the	last-but-one	ver-
sion	of	the	game,	available	as	a	single	file	allowing	you	
to	download	and	install	offline	without	having	to	wait	
hours	for	the	Client	loader	to	fetCh	stuff.		also,	hid-
den	among	the	videos,	sCreen	shots,	press	releases	and	
other	journalistiC	advertising	parephenalia	Can	oCCa-
sially	be	found	little	nuggets	of	information	sometimes	
giving	away	potentially	vital	Clues	as	to	the	future	of	
that	game	we	all	know	and	love.	every	so	often,	however,	
one	Can	sometimes	find	something	quite	speCial	and,	it	
was	from	my	last	time	of	‘having	a	rummage’	i	disCovered	
exaCtly	that.

dub and mcCormick. The files, when viewed in a suitable 
audio player, were found to be associated to an album of 
the same name and now, with artwork for that very same 
album having been discovered, it seems likely that such a 
Cd does indeed exist. The back cover of the disc clearly 
displays a track listing featuring tracks, Big Runner, sunday 
afternoon, Cracked, hook it On, fire, straight ahead, The 
surfer, heaven, when i miss you most and dreamer, in-
terestingly, none of which were amongst the set previously 
released by ma as mp3’s.  so, the question remains now of 
how do we, the players, go about getting hold of a copy of 
this oh-so-rare bit of Entropia merchandise? might such an 
item be lootable? a prize for up coming convention competi-
tions of pvp against skalman? Or might simply such an 
album either not exist or never see the light of day outside 
of the mindark offices?  

with such a small amount of Entropia merchandise avail-
able, we can only hope that the latter of these three options 
is the least likely of the bunch. Real life loot prizes have 
always caused something of a stir among the Entropia com-
munity so, if we are lucky, perhapse future updates to the 
game might bring about more of these kinds of prizes.

I

Calypso	&	beyond

THE SOUND OF ENTROPIA
STORY  : wistrel / PHOTOS  : MindArk , Gamer TV

Coming Soon, To A Loot Near You?
The colonizaTion of planeT calypso
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ot really, because mindark has already 
planned simplified tools like this since 
Eu gone gold, or at least that’s what they 

promise us in an old project Entropia concept 
trailer ( 3:25 at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7QlI5Js-vjc ).  up until now we’ve 
yet to see tools like this ingame even though 
sayah King from EBn tells us “The possibilities 
are only limited to your own imagination”.so what 
if the possibilities were really limited to our own 
imagination i thought. That’s why i came up with 
some fictional land area tools and features that 
would definitely increase our Eu experience. 
Right now land area’s are extremely large, rare and 
most of the times owned by either one rich person 
or a society. But wouldn’t it be great if you could split 
up a land area in let’s say 30 small land area’s, 
which then could be rent or sold to other avatars! 
This way a lot of people that normally wouldn’t be 
able to buy a land area would now get the change 
to own or rent a small piece of one. Bordering small 
land area’s could even be bought up by one person 

imagine “the sims” like construction tools  

n

The colonizaTion of planeT calypso

STORY / CONCEPT ART / PHOTOS: Zwaff

Calypso	&	beyond

The possibilities are only limited to your own imagination

and linked up together to make one bigger “small” 
land area.
This may sound very promising but combine this 
feature with advanced construction tools for estates, 
and people could literally start colonizing planet 
Calypso with their own created society headquarters 
or even complete cities.   
Especially this last idea would perfectly fit within 
the Entropia universe storyline, because until now 
mindark was the one who made all buildings and 
in fact colonized planet Calypso.  despite the fact 
that according to the storyline we are the colonists 
of planet Calypso. so why not make that reality by 
letting us make our own avatar owned and built cities! 
for example, as a land area owner you could build 
a city near a good spawning spot of mobs, which 
eventually should attract hunters to buy a house at 
your city. Or design a traders city, designed for all the 
needs of traders including a trade center surrounded 
by traders houses and shops. you could even start 
building separate houses on small land area’s which 
could be sold or rented with the use of contracts. 

for your land area in the future of entropia Universe,  

tools that would allow you to create and customize buildings  

on your land area. fiction you say?
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ot really, because mindark has already planned 
simplified tools like this since Eu gone gold, or at least 
that’s what they promise us in an old project Entropia 
concept trailer ( 3:25 at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7QlI5Js-vjc ).  up until now we’ve yet 
to see tools like this ingame even though sayah King 
from EBn tells us “The possibilities are only limited to 
your own imagination”.so what if the possibilities were 
really limited to our own imagination i thought. That’s 
why i came up with some fictional land area tools 
and features that would definitely increase our Eu 

experience. 
Right now land area’s are extremely large, rare and 
most of the times owned by either one rich person or a 
society. But wouldn’t it be great if you could split up a 
land area in let’s say 30 small land area’s, which then 
could be rent or sold to other avatars! This way a lot 
of people that normally wouldn’t be able to buy a land 
area would now get the change to own or rent a small 
piece of one. Bordering small land area’s could even 
be bought up by one person and linked up together to 
make one bigger “small” land area.
This may sound very promising but combine this 

feature with advanced construction tools for estates, 
and people could literally start colonizing planet 
Calypso with their own created society headquarters or 
even complete cities.   
Especially this last idea would perfectly fit within 
the Entropia universe storyline, because until now 
mindark was the one who made all buildings and in 
fact colonized planet Calypso.  despite the fact that 
according to the storyline we are the colonists of 
planet Calypso. so why not make that reality by letting 
us make our own avatar owned and built cities! for 
example, as a land area owner you could build a city 
near a good spawning spot of mobs, which eventually 
should attract hunters to buy a house at your city. Or 
design a traders city, designed for all the needs of 
traders including a trade center surrounded by traders 
houses and shops. you could even start building 
separate houses on small land area’s which could be 
sold or rented with the use of contracts. These houses 
could be made by the existing la owner or by people 
hired by one. new ingame professions anyone!?  
This would expand our universe with new and unique 
cities much faster as it is now. more important is that it 
would finally allow ingame created participant-content. 
as a downside mindark should try to prevent cities 
to become a total mess of all possible architectural 
styles. we know a lot of cities on Calypso have their 

‘our planet calypso will undergo a massive 

creative transformation not seen until now’ 

■ sTIlls from The old ProJecT 
entropia	trailer,	featuring	a	
view	from	a	City	skyline	and	
the	Customisable	interior	from	
apartments.
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as any active player is well aware, the most flourishing 
professions on Calypso are, ironically, the most rudimentary 
in the twentieth century. professions that may have suited 
earthlings on the twentieth century should no longer fit colonists 
that can split their molecules and travel to the other side of the 
planet in mere seconds. This leaves mind-broadening careers 
such as painting, music, video, sculpting and writing, to be 
discovered and perfected by those few who care about culture 
at all. Then again, we are in a process of re-reconstruction of 
an ever-growing society. after the robot wars, such facts should 
not be surprising.

nevertheless, people should not 
underestimate human potential because 
it can surpass even Entropia universe’s 
so-called dynamism.

The best example to prove this point is 
art, which was introduced on Calypso 
practically along with new Oxford. it 
is only natural for a rebellion against 
traditional means of subsistence to start 
at this point. for instance, when it comes  

The key question is not ‘What fosters creativity?’
But it is ‘Why in God’s name isn’t everyone creative?’ 
Where was the human potential lost? How was it 
crippled? 
Abraham Maslow

to intellectual independence, player Content display boards 
are the most common way to express the limits of human 
creativity. however, it will not take too long before new options 
are available. from what mindark officers have stated, there 
will be new ways to upload player Content quite different from 
pictures and movies. Then, virtual galleries will open new 
display areas for those new devices. 

Entropian Fiction & art

A Brief Overview
Contemporary Calypsonian Culture

STORY / PHOTOS : alexander Bork

Calypso,	as	a	good	example	of	globalization,	is	a	ConvergenCe	of	the	world’s	
different	Cultures.	as	suCh,	one	Could	reasonably	expeCt	it	to	result	in	a	
Completely	new	Culture	almost	independent	from	the	others.	where	then,	Can	we	
find	this	new	hybrid?	does	it	even	exist?	
i	am	afraid	that	 it	has	not	yet	developed	to	a	point	where	 it	 is	easily	palpable.	
its	different	Components	have	not	yet	evolved	from	their	early	stages.	however,	
Calypsonian	 Culture	 still	 has	 hope	 for,	 even	 if	 it	 is	 ChaotiC,	 negleCted,	 and	
sometimes	stagnant,	it	is	still	there,	waiting	for	its	golden	age	to	Come.	

■ Ido Gallery - maTemma   
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Regarding art galleries, i prefer ido’s above all. i find its constantly 
changing content quite refreshing. i cannot help but direct my 
steps to apartment 5G on Bilton Tower 3, whenever i feel the 
need to change my daily routine. for each exhibition, new 
artworks from talented artists are put on display, transforming 
an otherwise boring evening into an enriching soirée. The best 
part is, you never know what will be on display. One visit you 
find yourself gawping at Onciest’s abstract paintings and the 
next, you are chilling over Black Knight’s “Calypso wildlife” 
pictures.

speaking of popular player Content, one of the most highly 
appreciated forms of art in Entropia universe is, i believe, 
music. some people turn into a player-run radio station during 
fancy events or go to virtual nightclubs to take a break from 
the wearisome game music. Others prefer doing so in a more 
sophisticated way at nEvERdiE’s famous resort where people 
can hear his greatest hits and throw big parties.

One of the best ways to promote this interesting variation of 
player Content inside the virtual world is Jamhot Records Tv 
Channel, which broadcasts the latest hits from a great variety 
of musicians. Just give Jamhot any display panel and you will 
have a fabulous selection of songs to give your apartment a 
unique musical touch and proudly declare your passion for 
music.

next on the list is video, a somewhat complex art. it demands 
the best from each editor: the best angles, the best timing, the 
best punch line, and so on. sadly, it is mostly ignored on the 
virtual realm, due to its close relationship with “those floating 
ads” that disturb players with their repetitive content. 

however, you can find videos from extremely talented people 
on youTube. most of them are compressed records of great 
events, hilarious comedies, and cuts of 
some random activities on Calypso. while 
i cannot say i have watched every single 
video out there, i have greatly enjoyed 
danielle your mom deathbringer’s videos; 
they are unique and really entertaining.

passing from the most obvious to 
the least expected, sculptures are an 
interesting expression of the Calypsonian 
fine arts. sculpting, or stacking items 
on one another to form an aesthetically 
harmonious decoration is, in my opinion, 
one of the most creative and unlimited 
forms of art you will ever find on Calypso. 
Textures, colors and shapes give the 
viewer a much more realistic sensation, 
transforming otherwise unconnected 
objects into an abstract figure.

a very close relative of this art, at least 
in Entropia, is home décor. Both are 
neglected by most Calypsonians as they 
tend to spend more time out there hunting 
and mining than admiring that fountain 
you set up in your lounge.  

as those expressions of creativity aren’t very well known on 
Entropia, it is highly advisable to ask silva mak, multidisciplinary 
artist and highly skilled designer, for her views on both sculpting 
and interior design; unless you’d rather experiment a bit and 
start a new Entropian trend on interior design. 

finally, and most important, comes the noble art of written 
word. writing is the best way to express your ideas in a more 
concrete, yet graceful manner. people like alice, skam, pinK 
and mindstar9 have earned fame and respect not only because 
of what they write, but also because of the way they write. The 
community likes them and hangs on their every written word. 
as they say, the pen is stronger than the Enblade.

nowadays, players run all kinds of  Entropian publications, 
which have survived even mindark’s long gone magazines, 
such as The Gate and The Entropian. said e-zines did not 
last long enough to establish solid means of communication 
with the players. This is not the case of The Calypso Post, 
Übermag and Entropia News Network. Every member of these 
publications strives to remain active for the sake of the readers, 
without whom the mere thought of a bi-monthly magazine 
would be ridiculously pointless.

as you can see, even on a colony where the big squish the 
little, there is art; there is a way to express individuality, there 
is a way to say, “i’m human”. let us hope art will be much 
more appreciated once the new CryoEngine2 comes onto 
our hard drives. after all, today’s graphics barely fail to look 
crude in comparison to the many promising previews we have 
been presented by mindark. in the meantime, we could make 
an effort to make Calypso a better place and give the human 
mind a higher priority. it is a pity and a shame that the most 
neglected subjects in Calypso are culture, orthography, and 
decent loots.

■ sIlva’s caGe   
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do’s Gallery of Contemporary art must be running well. next to the Gallery Exhibi-
tion house in apartment 5G you can find the Gallery auction house right across the 
landing in apartment 5E now where you can purchase the most exclusive art the 

universe has to offer.
Currently ido’s Gallery has assambled once again a fair number of work pieces, represent-
ing three artists who couldn’t be more different when it comes to style, method and tech-
nique.

Onciest, again, is represented with two extraordinary multi-technical pieces. his impres-
sive wide-screen painting, mainly dominated by the colour green and the figure staring at 
you, can be characterized as both – fascinating and frightening. The menacing impression 
is not mainly enforced by the korss-ish gun, but by the overall atmosphere being created 
due to the colours and visual fixed movement Onciest accomplished here, zesting it with a 
dynamic note.

The us-american artist Twist presents us realistic sketches, she personally describes as 
hyper Realism artworks. her bias for the human body, to be precise the nude female body, 
can’t be missed. she tries to capture the music about the female body that “can scream out 
a silent melody of elegance, pride, vanity or seduction”. 

matemma, a french artist, is also represented in some famouse private collections of aRT 
BRuT, across the world. matemma’s paintings are meant to be very personal, representing 
a part of herself, as “the paint is like a skin”. it is hard to imagine that her friendly-colourful, 
almost childlike naive and therefore happy painting style has been influenced by a dramatic 
event in the artist’s life. in the eye of the beholder the beauty of life is more visual in matem-
ma’s paintings than reality’s cruel side. 

Entropian Fiction & art

What’s new in IDO’S GALLerY Of CONTempOrArY ArT
STORY / PHOTOS : neva

people	have	been	trying	to	use	“dropable”	items	to	Create	something	

visual	already	before	the	upload	of	private	files	into	the	game	ap-

peared	in	our	virtual	universe.	fruits	and	dung	were	the	most	popular	

Cheap	items	to	be	put	on	the	ground,	mainly	for	entertaining	reasons.	

other	items	were	utilized	to	Create	something	unique	in	apartments,	to	

express	a	person’s	Creative	drive.	
i	have	to	be	honest	and	say	this:	when	the	first	gallery	Came	our	

way	with	the	partiCipant	Content	i	expeCted	this	projeCt	to	fizzle	

out	–	just	like	the	so-Called	City	of	Culture	remained	an	ametherian	

hadesheim	for	a	long	time.	ido’s	gallery	Constantly	proves	how	wrong	

one	Can	be	thinking	art	was	nothing	more	but	a	marginal	phenomenon.	

for	all	those	
who	are	inter-

ested	in	the	
proCess	of	

sketChing:	see	
ido	sketChing	

a	minopolis	
building	on	

youtube.

I

loCation 
Billton Tower 3, apartment 5G 
(Exhibition)
Billton Tower 3, apartment 5E 
(auction) 
opening	hours  
daily, except wednesday 
evening to Thursday due to 
preparing upcoming exhibitions; 
exhibition openings at 20:00 ma 
Time http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2gh9je3pom			

(“the	Creative	proCess	–	sketCh	1”)

matemma	art

matemma	art

onCiest	art

twister	art

twister	art
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july	2007	–	the	former	soCiety	jamhot	weapons	and	armour	Company	takes	the	

final	step	and	renames	themselves	into	jamhottv.	onCe	a	soCiety	based	on	

weapons	and	armour	with	members	who	were	foCused	on	ingame	aCtivities,	the	

soCiety	slowly	but	dramatiCally	Changed	it’s	profile	throughout	the	last	1�	

months,	being	still	a	soCiety	of	hunter,	miners	and	Crafters,	but	heading	more	

and	more	for	a	totally	new	and	additional	branCh:	media	and	entertainment.	

july	2007	–	the	former	soCiety	jamhot	weapons	and	armour	Company	takes	the	

final	step	and	renames	themselves	into	jamhottv.	onCe	a	soCiety	based	on	

weapons	and	armour	with	members	who	were	foCused	on	ingame	aCtivities,	the	

soCiety	slowly	but	dramatiCally	Changed	it’s	profile	throughout	the	last	1�	

months,	being	still	a	soCiety	of	hunter,	miners	and	Crafters,	but	heading	more	

and	more	for	a	totally	new	and	additional	branCh:	media	and	entertainment.	

nowadays JamhotTv, with Jamhot in the lead, sees itself as 
Jamhot Entertainment network, providing their products in 
Eu, via youtube and, of course, their own website that can 
be found under www.jamhotz.co.uk	. headquarter and Eu 
broadcasting center of Jamhotz is Billton Tower 1, apartment 
3G – also name giver for their club “3G”. a perfect party loca-
tion with an own radio, a huge dancefloor and a necessary	

■ daNce floor cluB 3G 
 
chillout zone, where you can also watch the Jamhot Tv chan-
nel. The club can also be book for custom parties in a sytlish 
atmosphere. 

it is truely amazing what you can achieve in a game like Eu, as 
soon as you get the tools and assamble a creative team with 
ideas, that don’t seem to cease. JamhotTv is a perfect exam-
ple of how far you can take a brainwave. and it’s also a role 

Entropian Fiction & art

Jamhot tv

STORY / PHOTOS : neva

on	air!

model when it comes to conjuncting forces and creating some-
thing big by uniting and with the right communicational chan-
nels. Jamhot supports both, video/film artists and musicians. 
Revolutionary – at least in the virtual universe of Entropia. 

Jamhot Tv is the first independet Tv channel in Eu run by 
Entropians since the participant Content function has been 
implemented. They provide a mixture of ingame related mat-
ters such as news or weather forecast, and Rl films, currently 
focussed on the comedy productions by wicked awesome 
films ( www.wickedawesomefilms.com ). Even though still 
in its early stage of development, they are far away from being 
in a stage of infancy as their first outputs seen are more than 
convincing. and yet: there is more to come and the plans are 
ambitious.
next to the Tv channel, that will host more and more video 
artists and film producers in the future, Jamhot Records is 
another aspiring project. Being the first virtual record label, 
Jamhot Records are planning to distribute music within Eu.

after ages of being lulled by the hypnotizing and sometimes 
annoying Eu music that forces you  to turn down the ingame 
sound volum and listen to your own music, lulled by the 
strange lady’s voice talking to you when standing around in 
mobile service centers, asking for a chat as you are interesting 
or telling you that you’re colourful, colourful enough to arrange 
a fashion show, it was about time that something like Jamhot 
comes along to entertain you. hopefully this project will grow 
and become steady to give us more, and mindark might cast 
an eye on them to improve their advertising screens and feed 
the jukeboxes. This would be the day when Jamhot Records 
will promote some new musician who can provide us with 
some other tunes than the inevitable Gamer Chick!
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The history or entropia related forums, as with all forums 
dedicated to any particularly focused topic, is thrawt with rivalry 
where each competes to have the largest and most active com-
munity in a never ending quest to be the ‘it’ place, where every-
body goes and stuff happens.  unlike many games companies, 
mindark have never run a forum prefering instead to leave such 
things to the community. whether this should be considered a 
stroke of genius or blantant apathy is neither here nor there as 
the fact remains that the fight to be ‘the place’ for entropians 
to gather, when not on Calypso, is still active as ever and the 
words ‘fore gone conclusion’ couldn’t be further from the truth.

Originally, it was all about Entropia pioneers, a forum started 
by one of the oldest and most  respected of our Calypsian 
societies which, at its height, was so staggeringly popular that 
it would fall over everytime a vu was released!  Then came the 
Entropia forum which, in its early days, served as something of 
a sanctuary away from the torrent of angst and angry ill thought 
out sensationalism that Ep (as all mega popular entropia fo-
rums suffer) had become. for a while, it was a quiet, nice and, 
above all, well designed forum set up by long-term freelance 
player mindBuster. This was the first time an entropia forum (or 
at least an english speaking one) had existed outside of the ‘as-
sociated society’ model and it was this fact above all others that 
led to its eventual success. inevitably however the tide changed 
and before long, disgruntled Ep’ers flocked to Ef in search of 
“the next best thing” and, as time went on, the flood of angst, 
flames and argumentative ‘trolls’ followed untill Ef became as 
bad as its forerunner to the limelight.  

The Entropia forum posse of helpers, friends and fans would 
not be beaten however. facing a community that resolutely 
refused to behave itself, Ef decided to get tough employing a 
plethora of heavy handed moderators to beat their raging clien-
telle into conformism.  Entropia forum instigated a manifesto 
of stringent rules to be obeyed. dissenters who, for example, 
committed the henious crime of comparing project Entropia to 
other games (breaking rule #15: “Thou shalt not acknowledge 
the existance of other games”) were almost instantly censored 
into submission. such was the sheer volume and inflexibility 
of the moderation, phrases like “you’ve been ms9’ed” passed 
into common usage and the infamous player Knuckles, who 
won Ef’s “most ‘Outstanding’ Entropian” award (much to some 
moderators’ disgust), became heralded as a revolutionary hero 
for his outspoken opinions and opposition to censorship.  

in protest, the community riled, spat back, and eventually tried 
to create rival forums even going as far in one (Entropia Real-
ity), so as to encourage use of the word “fuck”, at least once in 
every single post!  despite such splinter groups however, no 
one could topple the popularity of the behomoth which Ef had 
become and it seemed that, this time, there was no where else 
to go when suddenly e-pec.info, later to become known as RCE 
universe, entered onto the playing field.

Right from the start e-pec was different. The message here 
was quality, not quantity with a restricted and controlled ‘invite 
only’ membership system alowing the forum to grow, not as 
a rival place for disgruntled Ef haters to vent their rage, but 
as a home for those who actually wanted to be there. Resem-
bling, in Calypso terms, more the tranquility of memorial island 
than the noisy martetplace of port atlantis, at first, e-pec was 
somewhere to visit once a week rather than once a day but its 
founders, veteran entropians sventlana and King Buzzo, knew 
exactly what they were doing.  as time went on, word spread 
slowly but surely and always, it seemed, to the right kind of 
people. Threads were few and far between but you could be 
sure, when they did show up, that every reply to a topic would 
be lengthy, considerate, educated and, above all, well thought 
out. E-pec of course, became recognised by members of Ef 
but, whether it was because of the restricted membership 
system, the people who had joined it, some latent ill feeling to-
wards its creators or its embrace of games other than project 
Entropia (as noted, a strict taboo on the Entropia forum at the 
time) e-pec became known almost as “the snobs forum” some 
even feeling that its closed community considered themselves 
to be elitist and in some way “better than the rest”.

E-pec of course remained indifferent to such speculation and, 
turning its back on a spitefull entropian community, looked to 
other horizons. Recognising that much of its membership con-
sisted of either Entropians who had quit pE in favour of linden 
lab’s ‘3d-web’ attempt, second life, or those who participated 
in both ‘games’ equally, e-pec decided to expand its audi-
ence.  The move came at just the right time too as linden had 
recently closed their main forum leaving a floundering sl com-
munity with no where left to go. E-pec it seemed, were there to 
provide the answer.  

at the time the move had been greeted with mixed opinions 
by the forum’s fledgeling community.  Traditionally, the attitude 
between participants of different massively multiplayer Games 
had always been one of “them and us” so surely, trying to bring 
two such communities together would be asking for trouble? 
strangely, however, this turned out not to be the case and e-
pec, with its mature welcoming attitude, helpfull members and 
collection of both Entropia and second life related tutorials 
actually became something of a catalyst for player migration 
between the two universes.  Realising the success of their 
venture the e-pec founders once again revised their direction 
and on the 19th of march 2007 e-pec ceased to exist and RCE 
universe was born.

RCE universe, more than just an Entropia universe and 
second life forum, now represents a central news hub and 
community for all those interested in the entirety of Real Cash 
Economy games and where this trend in economics and digital 
entertainment will take us into the future. Constantly imple-
menting new features and changes, the site offers a collection 

Community

RCEUniverse
STORY  : wistrel / PICTURE  : neva

Not just another Entropia Forum
Jamhot tv
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of forums covering various universes and their economies with 
fully customisable blog space and front page articles written 
by journalists who have attended and reported live, from such 
industry events as the new york virtual worlds Conference. a 
gathering which featured presentations and discussion regarding 
the future of online gaming, not only from members of mindark 
and linden labs staff but also from a hoast of other key indus-
trial players. discussions, it is fair to say these days, often follow 
a largely financial and economy based trend with subjects such 
as the Entropian Banks, games taxation in Korea and gambling 
bans in second life being hotly debated topics.  The site is not 
so ‘up its own arse’ as some might believe however.  One of it’s 
the most popularly frequented sub-forums is the ‘hair of the dog 
Bar and Grill’. an environment with a fixed theme of playing host 
to the sort of sordid and no holds barred discussions one might 
encounter in a back street drinking hole. 

in conclusion, RCE universe has something for everyone and is 
well worth a try if you fancy spreading your forum wings some-
where, just a little bit, ‘outside’ of Entropia. alternatively, there are 
several other sites such as Realityport, a home from home for 
space fairing Calypsians, the broad spectrumed Entropia news 
network, Euforces with it’s renound outpost rescue service and 
even the controversial EntropiaReality, a forum not afraid to let 
its members speak (or swear) their mind.  while most of these 
are not as large as Ef each has something unique to offer and is 
probably well worth that signup.  if your entropian hobby outside 
Calypso begins and ends with the entropia forum, think again, 
and give the ‘small man’ a try. you may find you never want to go 
back.

sma, founded by project Entropia beta player, Gabriel 
(aziphirael) stone, after the disband of the “smith and mining 
Corporation” (a society famed in Entropian history for being 
the first to crack the original mining system) has been running 
for over 3 years to date and the merger marks a significant 
point in the societies development and continuing prosper-
ity.    “smC were one of the first societies to truely ‘get’ ma’s 
vision for project Entropia,” recals az, “they considered it to be 
‘business’ and ‘not just a game’ long before ma ever conceived 
of the universe’s current day slogan.” when asked about why 
he formed sma he continues, “after ma changed the min-
ing system things were never quite the same in smC and we 
eventually disbanded.  To be honest, Calypso is too ‘frontier like’ 
for rigid corporate practices and instead, has always felt more 
akin to the wild west. when i created sma, i wanted to promote 
a relaxed but fundamentally fair attitude to trading while keeping 
with smC’s original ideals. i founded the society on the principal 
that the universe could be taken seriously as something which 
was beyond a game, and that it was possible for business and 
enterprise to succeed.”

Today, while sma is no longer strictly a “trading society” as 
such, moss’s members still hold with the most significant of 

Tertinho heidinho santiago (danny) – Calypso Rescue Team
* June 24th

Benzil Zil Cloudsheen – Entropia asia
* June 29th

lars mr sebra sebra – Calypso Rescue Team
* June 30th

anthony Grips Rizzuto – Calypso Rescue Team
* July 1st

mychel micky walter – Calypso Rescue Team
* July 1st

Gregg GB holmes – Calypso Rescue Team
* august 20th

Tabitha Tide song – Calypso Rescue Team
* august 28th

Tina Tinchy-Tarlach – CRT academy
* september 1st

Tertinho heidinho santiago (heidi) – Calypso Rescue Team
* september 11th

haakon Berserk Olavson – Calypso Rescue Team 
* september 17th

Jonathan Jonboy Rees – Calypso Rescue Team
* september 18th

happy Birthday, mates! may lootius be with you for years to 
come!

az’s original ideals. Those of fair trading, politeness and, most 
importantly, a firm understanding and acceptance of the under-
lying realities of the game.  acting society leader dd dalharil, 
comments on the merger. “i already had a strong, in game, rela-
tionship with max (Ba’s president) and to be honest, combining 
just seemed to make sence”, she remarks. when asked if she 
felt the merge would lead to economic success she laughs, 
“Oh come on now, this is Entropia!”, pulling that knowing smirk 
which is the mark of all seasoned Entropians. “yes, trading is 
still an element for us but i’d say a sense of humour and love 
of bad jokes is far more important. with new members like max 
and amanda theres never a dull moment and, personally, i 
believe that personal bonds within the society are the strongest 
they have ever been.”

sma would like to present a warm welcome to max, morkai, 
ivoran, new recruits amanda and Jim, and to all other existing 
members of Brack and associates. we at Calypso post wish 
them success in their merger and all the best for the future.

Community

STERling and MoSS aSSoCiaTES annoUnCE MERgER
STORY  : wistrel 

sterLing and moss associates (sma), one of caLypso’s 
oLdest BUt Least known societies Last month an-
noUnced their recent merge with “Brack and associ-
ates”, another smaLL BUt actiVe trading society.

Community

HaPPy BiRTHday!
on BehaLf of their society mates, the caLypso post 
congratULates these feLLow entropians on 
their Birthdays:
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across down

Competition!

competition sponsor: foxypilot’s spaceflights

you think you know 
enough about eU? 
then solve the cross-
word and win 100 
peds plus a free 
space flight! the 
winner will be an-
nounced in the next 
issue in december 
2007.
to enter the competi-
tion, send your answer 
and full ingame name 
via mail to calypso-
post@euforces.com; 
subject: “comp octo-
ber”.

the correct answer 
of the competition in 
june 2007:new swit-
zerland.
congratULations to 
nytewoLf nyteshad-
ow nordorith for 
sending in the correct 
answer and winning a 
free space flight!

notE: all tcp staff 
mEmBErs, including 
guEst WritErs, journal-
ists or pEoplE contriB-
uting to thE magazin 
EithEr WaY and thErE-
forE BEing part of thE 
tcp pErsonnEl, arE 
BarrEd from thE com-
pEtition!

download printable version http://img218.imageshack.us/img218/2910/crosswordcompetitionoi1.jpg
BY  : wistrel 
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Cornoanterion (Mar 21 – apr 19)
No machismo in October and 
November for you! Even though 
totally against your nature your 
diplomatic abilities and tactics 
are being asked for the next 

weeks. Try to concentrate on equal opponents 
and be careful in PVP: there are infact creatures 
and other Entropians being a potential threat! 
Do more team hunting and mining in Novmeber 
– trustworthy mates are with you. And Lootius will 
reward good team hunts!

         

arMax (apr 20 – May 20)
Put your hand on your heart: 
there is a certain posh aura 
surrounding you! You feel 
attracted to valuable items 
and huge loot windows full of 

stuff. Don’t fall for this addiction in October and 
November and be careful not to waste too many 
PEDs. Your social life seems to be too superficial 
for you these days – you know exactly what you 
want and fortunately you can rely on good old 
friends and even the loot windows indulge you 
most sensually. In early November you will leave 
an old scathing behind and will finally be able to 
take down the high level creature you’ve been 
wanting to kill since ages.

        

SeG (May 21 – Jun 21)
You are heading for perfect 
two months! Not only that you 
will make some good bargains 
in October and November, 

no! You even be showered with compliments for 
being such a smart trader. Your mood is most 
excellent and you cannot say no to anything or 
anyone. Excessive hunting and mining trips are 
waiting for you and no matter how hard you have 
to fight you are willing to take it. You are brave and 
courageous, but watch out for your health. You 
need more skilling and possibly a new FAP.

        

tantillion (Jun 22 – Jul 22)
You’ve been missing the 
enjoyment on Calypso for quite 
a while now and even though 
you’ve been trying hard to find 
the right activity to have fun 

times, participating in as many events and team 
hunts as possible, somehow this warm feeling just 
won’t come. Even your social life on Calypso is 
more stressful than relaxing and you are seriously 
thinking about freelancing or taking some time off. 
You are tense and need to seriously watch out not 
stepping on other people’s toes in October. But 
good news: November will be more relaxed. You 
will find a new dedication and be rewarded with 
respect and loot.

         

AtrAx (Jul 23 – Aug 22)
At first it seems like golden 
October is indeed golden for 
you. An unexpected flight 
of fancy. But soon you will 
experience a clash of interests 

when the creatures you kill don’t drop any loot and 
the soil seeems to neglect your presence totally. 
This is only a tiny interruption though and all takes 
the turn for a better in November. You already can 
feel the vibe of good luck by the end of October. 
Even though still a bit chaotic and freckled with 
misconceptions you will be back at the top and 
in your common self confident state after the first 
days of November.

          

thorAfoid (Aug 23 – Sept 22)
October is your caring and 
affectionate month. Instead of 
killing mobs you rather tame 
and train them, instead of 
mining you rather refine Ores 

and Enmatters and produce something useful. 
Development and skilling are of more importance 
to you these days. Not in November though – no 
fooling around, you’ll be back in the saddle of your 
usual activities. But you’ll also stay real. Social 
power games about who has the biggest gun are 
not for you, so you leave any PVP confrontation 
aside. 

         

AmbulimAx (Sept 23 – oct 22)
October is your month! 
Whatever you touch turns 
into gold. Whether it’s trading, 
mining, hunting or crafting – you 
won’t go wrong in whatever you 

do. And you even have a good hand for successful 
tactical team hunts. Whoever joins your squad will 
be treated equally and motivated to give his or her 
strategical best. And even though you will be more 
and more put to a test in November with tougher 
fights, higher decay and more challenge, the loot 
windows will pay all your efforts!

         

NecoNu (oct 23 – Nov 21)
What we gonna do now? 
Where we gonna hunt? I dunno 
– what do you say? When 
everyone around you seems 

to be indecisive and noone has got a clue, you 
are the right person to turn to as you sure know 
what you want and theoretically have a plan! Yet 
you don’t believe in your abilities and tend to take 
a backseat. Make a stand and even though not 
everyone will agree to your decisions, your friends 
will be happy that at least someone tells them 
what to do. Nothing spectacular, but relaxed and 
constant breakeven tours are ahead for the next 
weeks. 

         

Thorio (Nov 22 – Dec 21)
Your abilities as a leader are 
being put to a test in October. 
Basically not a problem: you 
know what to do and have the 
talent to motivate others for your 

actions and plans. But don’t overdo it! You are able 
to create a real good mood among your mates, 
but don’t run your team into a mission impossible 
because you are too overmotivated. This might 
run you and yours into high decay and lots of 
ammo wasting. Even though loot will be better in 
November you still need reliable people around to 
keep your goals realistic.

         

osseocollum (Dec 22 – JaN 19)
Imagine it’s party time and 
noone joins! Social interaction 
is your priority in October. You 
are looking for one team hunt 
after another, pushing your 

team to the max. All respect to your ambition, but 
this might kill the fun for your team mates. Your 
personal quest for an ATH appears too obsessive, 
so try to relax and enjoy the activitiy itself and 
don’t focus on the desirable result. November will 
be dedicated to the topic “skilling”. Remarkable 
changes in your professional standings for late 
October and early November. 

         

calamusoiD (JaN 20 – Feb 18)
Your quick-witted way of 
thinking and communicating 
is highly appreciated these 
days. October is your month 
of team leading and hunting. 

You are able to manage team hunts on a very high 
tactical level and the ideas as to what creature 
has its ass on the line are most resourceful. The 
easiness with which you are doing all this changes 
into a thoughtful mood during late October and in 
November. Try to find a balance! Loot will confront 
you with a rather bumpy ride during both months. 

         

rippersNapper (Feb 18 – mar 20) 
You are in an emotional mood 
during October and November. 
Maybe because it’s autumn and 
Christmas is close? You prefer 

to enjoy the beauty, art and music over hunting 
and mining. You rather talk with your mates in 
soc chat or via PM instead of sweating or crafting. 
You are on a high creative level and need to find 
a channel to let it all out. In late October and 
November this mood will even intensify when you 
miss any passion at all for hunting. Even looking 
for a challenge seems a bit too much for you these 
days. Be aware of someone trying to impress you 
but playing foul – you might be standing in PVP 
that moment and get PK’ed!

         

HOROScOPE for October & November 2007
HOROSCOPE  : neva
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the entropia comic has Been deVeLoped excLUsiVeLy 
for the tcp By keh, sUpported By wistreL. 
keh is aVaiLaBLe for art commissions of yoUr char-
acter - Visit www.tehkeh.com for more information 
and contact detaiLs or speak to wistreL in game.

fun

Entropia Comic
STORY  & ART: wistrel & KEh

TEAM HUNTINg

B  G BUSTERS
fun

PHOTOS: wistrel
TAlKINg ABOUT gRAPHICS
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◄
doh!
(moVie scenes 
mr BUrns + moVie 
scenes entropia 
mr BUrns)

► 
coyote UgLy 

(2000) – originaL/
entropia

fun

SENSATIONAL DISCOVERY

PHOTO: TCp
THE REASON FOR lAg

“where the Lag comes from”

fun

PHOTO: TCp
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speciaL thanks

The Calypso post would like to thank 
magam, for introducing Crystal palace 
to those staff members who had not 
been there yet, and 711 from Ef, for his 
generous offer regarding regular TCp 
adverts on the Entropia forum. your 
support is much appreciated!
we would also like to thank all our 
readers and escpecially all Ef users for 
donating the enormous amout of over 
50K Efds in our TCp fund Raising 
thread. your generosity proves that we 
are on the right way with our magazine. 
Thanks a lot for your acknowledgement. 
we hope to provide you with more 
entertaining and informative TCp issues 
for a long time!

Thanks to these websites for pictures, 
articles and comments:

www.entropiauniverse.com	
www.entropianewsnetwork.com		
www.peauction.com
www.entropedia.info	
www.entropiaforum.com	 	
www.mytwopecs.com
 

opportUnities @ tcp

if you have any suggestions or wishes 
for upcoming TCp issues or only want 
to Gratz & Greet your ingame friends, 
post your request in the TCp forum 
section on Euforces or send an email to 
calypsopost@eufroces.com. space for 
Buy & sell postings as well available as 
advertising space – feel free to contact 
us. your suggestions and requests are 
most welcome. 

we also are still looking for guest 
writers. if you have anything you’d like 
to share with the community or always 
wanted to publically expand on your 
knowledgement and theories about 
skills, loot or anything else, contact us 
at calypsopos@euforces.com or leave 
a post in the TCp forum section on 
Euforces. any reports about passed 
events or announcements of future 
events will be published as well. 

forUm space @ eUforces.com:

please notice that Euforces.com offers 
your society webspace to present your 
soc and to communicate with your soc 
mates in private and public channels on 
forum. for further information and your 
request contact the Euforces Team via 
email: crt@euforces.com. Become part 
of the Euf community!

masthead

the caLypso post team: 

Editor-in-Chief:   harald viking Olavson
Executive & managing Editor: nevasca iza Benavente
Graphics & layout Editor:  Jeffrey Zwaff schreuders
Creative supervisor/Reporter: wistrel Chianti
Journalists:   donald Cleveland (Ef)
    alexander didachos Bork (Enn)

storyteller:   auron auron annwn
artist & storyteller:  Tabitha Tide song
vip Reporter:   lars mr lars sebra
Business Reporter:  Jonathan Jonboy Rees
field Reporter:   alienna alien Xartia  

Guest writer:   John slinger dearborn
    dura Killer Tech  

editoriaL

The TCp staff took a longer break during the last months, as you may have noticed. 
Even though we originally wanted to go online with TCp6 in august, we all decided to 
step back a little, wait for a new vu that’d hopefully hit us soon giving us more content for 
the 6th issue (not that we didn’t have enough content that time already) and , of course, 
enjoy our summer vacation intensely to charge up the batteries for the next round. The 
idea to run a magazine like TCp was born almost exactly one year ago and we actually 
didn’t expect to prevail the first 6 months. But as our team started growing, we were 
developing our profile step by step and winning more and more readers, the TCp project 
seized us all – with lots of joy and motivation to improve every single issue that has been 
launched so far. Back in november 2006 we started with a small issue that was mainly 
based on gathering several information from other sites and putting them together in a 
new form. Today we are looking back at six issues in total, each of it exceeding the one 
before when it comes to graphics, layout and content, offering every single member of 
the Eu community the opportunity to enter this project and to publish their work. we have 
been lucky to find exceptional talents enriching each issue with their ideas and talents – 
without these people me and viking as founders of this magazine wouldn’t have survived 
the third issue. in order to thank them it was in our responsibility to do the best we can in 
developing TCp’s content arrangement again and again, to meet our journalist’s needs 
and creative input as well as to make the magazine more interesting for the community. 
we do hope it is an improvement for the future to allow the content being more diverese 
and liberate. The difference between TCp1 and TCp6 could not be bigger: we’ve moved 
from copy & paste on to exclusive reports, customized comics and articles to speak 
your mind. The liberate way of managing this magazine and to have as few censorship 
interventions as possible might be a little uncomfrotable for mindark at times – but 
we are sure that marco & Co. know that without them, their game improvements and 
mistakes TCp wouldn’t be what it is today: a tool to inform, to entertain, to make creative 
sugesstions and to let of steam in a moderate way. TCp6 is following this liberate, critical 
and constructive line more than ever. i hope that with the recent changes our magazine 
will entertain you as much as before!

TEXT: neva
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coming up soon in december 2007

TCP7 – The Christmas Special!

read more about

- vu 9.0 and possibly a new vu in their details
- Blackout on Calypso – an Eu story by tide
- the enigmatic notes and the storyline behind them
- christmas presents: annual gifts from ma

... and many christmas gimmicks more!


